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or fax 519.679.2200
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Collingwood
Windmills
Blown Away
Decision a Major Victory for
Your Freedom to Fly

accomplished.
of our August
2016 magazine (“Windmills Tilting at
GA”) and my request for you to contact your Member of Parliament (MP)
to get Transport Canada (TC) to put a
stop to this, knowing that they can do
it? The Minister did not, but COPA’s
Freedom to Fly Fund did. On October
7, a major decision from Ontario’s
Environmental Review Tribunal has
ruled against putting up eight 500foot windmills in very close proximity of aerodromes as a risk to human
health. We’re talking of a provincial,
national and maybe even international impact. Be proud of this!
But this comes somewhat as a surprise.
Considering the massive amount of information that was produced, over 2,000
pages of material, two people poured
over the statements that were presented
and very clearly expressed that yes, there
was a risk to human health (oh, and some
endangered bats also helped us), enough
to stop the project. They actually cite
COPA’s submissions and presentations
many times in their decision, as well as
TC’s TP1247 document “Land Use In The
Vicinity of Aerodromes”. More surprising
is that these individuals say there is risk
to human health when the transport minister himself would not mention it or stop
the project. The standard letter that came
form the Minister said that his power was
limited to lighting regulations: Wrong!
According to the Aeronautics Act, the
minister could have easily called a risk to
human health himself. But Minister Garneau’s aides used to work for Ontario’s
premier. Up to you to draw your own
conclusions.

COPA’s work has always benefited all
of general aviation in Canada. What else
could you expect from the association
that works to advance, promote and preserve the Canadian freedom to fly? Now
how about getting the non-members to
join in and come into COPA.

Responsible Aerodrome
Development (Mascouche
CSK3, QC) — Follow-up
Last April I brought up the fact that on
March 4 of this year, Transport Minister
Marc Garneau signed an order which
prohibits development of an aerodrome
in the cities of Mascouche and Terrebonne (the town right next to it, in which
a landing strip is planned). The actual
CSK3 airport, which has been there for
almost half a century, is shutting down
mid-November. The proponents are
planning to move it into a non-built-up
area, two kilometres from the actual site.
A consultation process was undertaken
up until April 27 2016.
The proponents delivered their report
just shy of 30 days after that. They did an
excellent job of following the prescribed
order, as well as doing the most diligent
work possible. This being one of the first
cases, COPA was also very interested and
involved in the whole consultation process,
wanting to make sure it was done correctly.
As I write these lines, 136 days have gone
by and we still have no answer from the
Minister’s office. In fact, the only answers
we do get are the very laconic “don’t call
us we’ll call you” types. Back in August,
I wrote to Minister Garneau offering our
help asking for a status and nothing came
back. Though we were part of the consultation process, this is rather pitiful.

GO HIGHER
Promaster Navihawk GPS

©2016 Citizen Watch Company citizenwatch.com

A watch that receives a satellite signal
in as quick as 3 seconds for precise
timekeeping anywhere in the world.

Le mot du président | Bernard Gervais

Les éoliennes de
Collingwood partent
au vent
Une belle victoire pour notre
liberté de voler
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Encore une fois, mission accomplie.
Vous vous souvenez de notre magazine d’août 2016, où je vous demandais de contacter votre député
fédéral pour demander à Transports
Canada (TC) de mettre un terme à
l’érection d’éoliennes, sachant que
le ministère avait le pouvoir de le
faire? Ce dernier ne l’a pas fait, mais
le fonds de défense du droit de voler
de COPA, oui. Le 7 octobre, le tribunal de l’environnement de l’Ontario
s’est officiellement prononcé contre
l’érection de huit éoliennes de plus de
500 pieds aux abords d’aérodromes,
considérant qu’elles posent un risque à la vie humaine (bon, l’aide de
chauvesouris). On parle d’une portée
provinciale, nationale et possiblement internationale.
Le plus surprenant avec plus de 2 000
pages imprimées, c’est de se retrouver
avec un verdict si clairement exprimé.
Deux personnes se sont penchées sur
les témoignages et soumissions présentées, arrivant à la conclusion qu’il y
avait un risque pour la vie si ces éoliennes étaient érigées. La décision cite
plusieurs fois les soumissions de COPA,
en plus document de TC le TP1247F
«Utilisation des terrains au voisinage
des aérodromes ». Encore plus surprenant est que ces individus disent qu’il
y a un risque alors que le ministre luimême par sa lettre-type, ne cite que ses
pouvoirs de réglementation au niveau
de l’éclairage. Erreur! Selon la loi sur
l’aéronautique, le ministre aurait facilement pu se prononcer sur les risques
à la vie humaine dans le domaine de
l’aéronautique. Mais les attachés politiques du ministre travaillaient pour la
première ministre de l’Ontario, à vous
de tirer vos propres conclusions.

Le travail de COPA est au bénéfice de
toute l’aviation générale au pays. Vous
attendez-vous à autre chose d’une association qui s’attarde à faire progresser,
promouvoir et préserver la liberté canadienne de voler ? Allez-donc chercher les
non-membres pour les inciter à s’associer
à COPA. Nous avons tout à gagner à
s’assembler.

Le développement responsable des aérodromes. (Mascouche CSK3, QC) — Suite
En avril dernier je vous relatais le fait
que le 4 mars, le ministre des transports
Marc Garneau signait un arrêté ministériel interdisant le développement d’un
aérodrome dans les municipalités de
Mascouche et Terrebonne. L’aéroport de
Mascouche, en place depuis près d’un
demi-siècle, ferme le 15 novembre. Les
développeurs espèrent déménager sur
un site non-bâti à moins de 2 km. Un processus de consultation a eu lieu jusqu’au
27 avril, et ils ont déposé le rapport
moins de 30 jours après. Ils ont aussi fait
un excellent travail en suivant l’arrêté et
les normes qui s’y trouvaient. Étant un
des premiers cas, la COPA a aussi été très
intéressée et impliquée dans le processus, voulant s’assurer de la qualité et de
la conformité pour ce qui s’ensuivrait.
Au moment d’écrire ces lignes, plus de
136 jours se sont écoulés et nous n’avons
toujours pas de réponse. En fait, les
seules réponses reçues sont celles du
genre «nous vous appellerons ». Et ce
malgré mes offres au ministre Garneau
pour avancer le dossier, indiquant que le
processus sur lequel COPA et l’industrie
avons travaillé, de concert avec TC, ne
devait pas être politisé. Et devait prendre 30 jours. Qu’est-ce qui cloche alors?
Plutôt déplorable.

It’s Great To Fly With ForeFlight 8
Experience our new global data-driven Aeronautical Maps, TFR Alerts,
Logbook features that make flight logging more connected than ever,
and major enhancements to ForeFlight on the web that make it easy to
plan, file, and brief whenever and wherever it is most convenient.
Canada plans start at $99 USD per year and include the Canada
Flight Supplement, VNC and VTA charts, IFR enroute charts, CAP
GEN, and NAV CANADA procedures and NOTAMs.
Download the app for a free 30-day trial or for more
information, visit www.foreflight.com/mobile

“No objective pilot can claim this is anything
other than spectacular. I really think it has
improved GA safety” - Cessnapilot987

mailbox ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Buying U.S. Isn’t
That Hard
The Canadian used aircraft market is extremely small, and the used amateur-built
market even smaller. As such the prices
are generally much higher due to reduced
competition and the occasional ill-informed article crying wolf about the difficulty of importing aircraft from the US.
As someone who has personally imported a completed amateur-built aircraft, and who has counselled a number
of others to successfully do the same, I
believe J.C. Audet’s article in the September issue of COPA Flight does a disservice to potential Canadian buyers. It
unnecessarily spreads fear, uncertainty,
and doubt regarding the import process,
and downplays the benefits of the lower
prices and greater selection available in
the U.S. market.
Knowing what to look for is part of
“buyer beware” in any transaction, and
the checklist for things to look for when
buying a U.S. aircraft or kit for import to
Canada is neither long, nor difficult to
check. Even the items Mr. Audet deemed
significant enough to mention (for a kit:
“Are the wings closed?”, for a flying
A/C: “Does it have 100 verifiable flying
hours?”) are, when it comes right down to
it, pretty trivial to answer. Yes, the rules
for amateur-built aircraft are different between the US and Canada, but they’re not
so different as to be completely incompatible. After all, most kits built in Canada
do come from U.S. manufacturers.
Any aircraft or kit purchase will hinge
on a pre-purchase inspection that ensures
it meets acceptable standards and the
buyer’s requirements. This is not significantly different whether the aircraft
is located in the U.S. or merely half-way
across Canada. In both cases, it’s possible
that you won’t travel in person to see it
before purchase, and someone else will
need to confirm that it is acceptable on
your behalf.
I found importing a known design in
flying condition to be straightforward
and extremely economical compared to
what it would have cost to buy (or build)
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a similar aircraft and get it registered and
flying in Canada. Transport Canada and
the FAA were both prompt in servicing
every request I made of them, MD-RA
performed exactly the services required
of them in a timely fashion, and nobody
raised any barriers to entry. Of course,
I did my homework, knew what to look
for, and found an aircraft that met those
requirements.
I encourage any potential Canadian
buyers to educate themselves on the import process, starting with the information available on the MD-RA website.
Once you understand the requirements,
the actual import process quickly becomes the easiest part of owning your
own aircraft.
Rob Prior
1996 Vans RV-6 “Tweety” C-FRBP
(Formerly N196RV)
Sidney, B.C.

Webster Thanks
The Webster Team would like to thank
all involved in staging a successful 2016
competition.
The Brampton staff were exceptional
from the time everyone arrived to the
time they departed. Each day the finalists and judges had breakfast and lunch
prepared for them courtesy of the host
school. Their aircraft were in pristine condition, the facilities magnificent and the
scheduling and dispatching of the flight
tests were flawless.
A special accolade goes to Nanci Soldo
for all her effort, time and dedication
throughout the year in ensuring that
Webster was a complete success. A special mention must go to Bill Welsh and
Diamond Flight Centre in London, Ontario for providing a much needed Katana
C-1 for one of finalists. It is cooperation
like this in solving a problem that makes
aviation what it is and this program so
worthwhile to be involved in. With the
exception of one day, the weather was exceptional for the entire week.
The Webster winner receives numerous awards and prizes from programme
supporters including two tickets from

Air Canada for North America and the
Caribbean, a development day with the
Snowbirds, a Sennheiser top-of-the-line
headset and a fantastic Evo watch from
Breitling Canada. All of the finalists receive excellent prizes as well, which can
be reviewed in the application package
on the Webster website at webstertrophy.ca.
Flight Safety International offers a
$2,000 grant to the school of the winner,
in this case Seneca College and it must
be used for the advanced training of a
Webster competitor or competitors from
Senca.
The Canadian Business Aviation Association also gives a $1,000 grant to the
regional finalist in the region where the
CBAA is holding their annual convention.
This year it went the Alberta finalist, Reuben Vermeulen.
It is through the involvement and generosity of Air Canada our sponsor and so
many supporters from the entire spectrum of the Canadian and United States
aviation communities that Webster is able
to continue, flourish and grow.
The following companies donated to
the competition. Webster Sponsor — Air
Canada, Air Canada rouge, Aeroformatech, Aerographics Creative Services, Air
Canada Pilots Association, Air Cadet
League of Canada, Airline Pilots Association, Air Transport Association of Canada, Ben Rotem Photography, Association
Québéc Quécoise du Transport Aérien,
Brampton Flight Centre, Breitling Canada, CAE Aviation Training and Services,
Canada Aviation and Space Museum, Canadian Aviator, Canadian Business Aviation Association, Canadian Owners and
Pilots Association, College of Professional Pilots of Canada, Collegiate Aviation
Canada, Cumminicatus, Flight Safety International, Howes Group, Jazz Aviation,
J. Goss and Associates, KF Aerospace,
LearnToFly.ca, Moncton Flight Centre,
Nav Canada, Northern Lights Awards,
Northern Penguin Technologies, Online
Single-Pilot Resource Management, Redbird Flight Simulations, Robert Bradford,
Sennheiser, Skies, RCAF Snowbirds, The
99s, Transport Canada, Wings.

SUBSCRIBE + SAVE!
one year subscription
for copa members

only $10!*
* Taxes may vary by province.

subscribe today!

1.800.656.7598 | www.canadianaviator.com
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Let’s Whirl:
Female Helicopter
Pilots Celebrated
Women of Aviation Week Goes Vertical
with Fling Wing Theme
by Women of Aviation Week

It was 1937 when Hanna Reitsch took
the controls of a Focke-Achgelis 61
helicopter and became the world’s
first female helicopter pilot. In celebration, the theme for the seventh
annual Women Of Aviation Worldwide Week, March 6-12, 2017, will
be “Let’s whirl. 80 years of female
helicopter pilots.”
Introducing girls of all ages to helicopters has always been an important part
of Women Of Aviation Worldwide Week.
Since 2010, nearly 20% of the Week’s
30,074 documented Fly It Forward®
flights took place onboard helicopters.
Male and female helicopter pilots from
Quebec, Manitoba, the Northwest Territories, British Columbia, Washington
State, and Texas have won the Week’s
Most Dedicated Female Pilot Worldwide
or Most Supportive Male Pilot Worldwide titles over the years. Every year in
Lachute, Quebec, girls board helicopters
for their first small aircraft flight and land
at the Bell Helicopter factory in Mirabel
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to visit it. The armed forces around the
globe have flown helicopters and crew at
many of the week’s events over the years.
To celebrate Hanna Reitsch’s breakthrough and highlight helicopter aviation, the Institute for Women Of Aviation
Worldwide (iWOAW) will broadcast interviews of women involved in all aspects
of helicopter manufacturing and operations throughout the Week and encourage
event organizers to share them with their
local guests.
Moreover, Jennifer Murray, who became the first woman to fly around the
world in a helicopter and the first woman to fly over both poles, will be the featured guest speaker at the annual Fly It
Forward® Award Luncheon during the
iWOAW Symposium held in Vancouver,
BC, on May 25, 2017. She will also help
present the Fly It Forward® Challenge
trophies to the communities and individuals who won them during the 7th
annual Women Of Aviation Worldwide
Week.

“When I launched the Fly It Forward®
movement in 2010, it was to celebrate the
centennial of the world’s first female pilot
license in a meaningful way,” says Mireille
Goyer, iWOAW’s Founder and President.
“By selecting a theme based on women’s
notable breakthroughs every year, iWOAW
continues its tradition of celebrating women’s long and rich history of contributions
to the industry and furthers its effort of restoring women’s aviation roots.”
Fly It Forward® Challenge winners will
receive free access to the entire iWOAW
Symposium. The 2017 edition features industry key stakeholders such as Deborah
Feng, Associate Center Director, Mission
Support, at NASA Ames Research Center
and Aylin Ararat, Aircraft Designer and
Project Director for Turkish Aerospace
Industries Inc. and academics such as
JoAnne Delfino Wehner of Stanford University and Catharine Marsden of Concordia University.
For more information, please visit www.
WomenOfAviationWeek.org.
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Cold War Cool
L-29 Ride a Blast From the Past

Story and Photo by Bernie Runstedler

After the Second World War, piston
engine aircraft were passé and jetpowered replacements including
trainers, were in demand on both
sides of the Iron Curtain.
In April 1959, the XL-29 first flew. It
was produced by the Czech firm Aero
Vodochy in response to a competition
for a new jet trainer. The Czech design
proved better than the Russian and Polish submissions and was accepted as the
primary trainer for the Eastern Bloc countries. Production of the L-29 Delfin began
in 1963. By the time production ended in
1974, 3665 L-29s had been built. It’s still in
use by several countries today.
The Acer Cold War Museum (acmadventures.com) owns two L-29s. Its mandate is “to acquire, preserve, display and
fly jet aircraft of the Communist Forces
and Cold War era.” It has aircraft based at
Edenvale and Carp. Mike Bourget, an air
traffic controller is the CEO and director
of museum ops. Mike Kirk is the director
of flight ops, vice-president and chief pilot. Joanne Jordan is volunteer director of
membership services. There is a growing
number of members and donors. These
volunteers and supporters have the same
infatuation and love of aviation as I do
and want this non-profit organization to
perpetuate.
The airplane we’re to fly was built in
1972. It sports a two-tone grey camouflaged motif and despite carrying two
150-litre drop tanks, is 300 pounds lighter than earlier models. The engine is a
Czech-built M701c turbojet, producing
1,960 pounds of thrust. It was acquired
in the U.S. last March. When I arrived at
Carp, Mike Wilson, also from the museum, was already fussing over it.
The museum’s second L-29, sporting
a flashy red paint scheme, arrived from
Edenvale landed and taxied in. I was
briefed on everything from inflight fires
and parachute use (the ejection seats

The author gets ready for
his flight in an L-29 Delfin.

are deactivated) by the pilot, Mike Kirk,
who’s also a 777 captain. He also outlined
the plan for the flight which would include formation flying, steep turns, gentle
aerobatics and my chance to fly the aircraft.
Cockpit familiarization was a bit confusing since the writing on a few switches
and gauges was in Cyrillic, a nod to the
aircraft’s original heritage.
Once securely strapped in, the APU,
which resembled a 28-volt battery on a
Canadian Tire shop lift, was plugged in.
Kirk did his magic and the engine was
spooling over. My first impression was
how quiet it was. I’ve flown a number of
small single and twin engine aircraft that
seem much louder.
When it was our turn to take-off, Mike
dropped 15 degrees of flap and advanced
the throttle with his left hand. To say we
accelerated down the runway is a gross
misnomer. The airplane does not want to
leave the ground. When you finally think

The writing on a few
switches and gauges
was in Cyrillic
you’re at the point of no return, it gracefully lifts off.
The aircraft is certified for +8 and -4 Gs.
It can roll at a rate of 120 degrees a second,
which we tried several times. Kirk passed
over control and I finally got to play. Surprisingly, I found a steep turn in a jet at
280 knots is quite similar to a steep turn in
a Cessna 150 at 80 knots.
For me, it was a delight to fly. The cost
is reasonable (less than half the cost of a
short flight in a P-51 Mustang or P-40 Kittyhawk) Being a member of the museum
I now have the opportunity to contribute
and help out and can recommend that
others join us.
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Incidents + Accidents
Prairie and Northern
Region
A Cessna 152 aircraft was performing
circuits at Steinbach (South), MB (CKK7).
During the flare and touchdown on Runway 36, a deer ran across the runway in
front of the aircraft. The animal contacted
the propeller and the nose landing gear,
which collapsed as a result of the collision. The propeller, engine and firewall
sustained substantial damage. The sole
occupant, a student pilot, was uninjured.
A privately operated Maule M-4-220C
aircraft, was conducting a local VFR
flight from the Sandy Point Fishing
Lodge on Gordon Lake, NT, approximately 54 nautical miles North East of
Yellowknife, NT (CYZF). Approximately
6 nautical miles North on the approach
for the landing, the aircraft experienced
a power loss while turning on base leg.
The pilot conducted a forced landing
and set the aircraft down on the surface
of Gordon Lake. Upon touchdown, the
aircraft overturned. The pilot and the
passenger egressed with minor injuries
and the 406 ELT did not activate. The
2 occupants were able to stay with the
overturned aircraft until it was blown
ashore on an island, where they awaited
rescue services. The aircraft was located
the following day at which time the pilot and the passenger were rescued. The
aircraft was equipped with a survival
kit and a SPOT satellite tracking device,
however these items were located in the
rear baggage compartment and were not
accessible. The local temperature during
the night was near the freezing point.
A privately registered amateur built
Van’s Aircraft RV-6A, was on a local
flight from Saskatoon/Corman Air Park,
SK (CJN5). The aircraft departed CJN5
and was returning to land on Runway
27. Since the center line of the grass runway was soft, the pilot landed on the
right portion of the runway. On the land-
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ing rollout, the nose wheel dug in and
the aircraft overturned, causing substantial damage. The pilot, the sole occupant,
received minor injuries. JRCC received a
406 ELT transmission from C-FYFD and
established communication with the pilot. No search and rescue personnel were
dispatched, however EMS, Firefighters
and RCMP attended the scene.

A privately registered Aeronca 7AC,
departed from a private aerodrome located 4.3 nautical miles west of Wilcox,
SK, en-route to Melfort/Miller Field, SK
(CJZ3). During the landing roll at CJZ3,
the pilot lost directional control of the
aircraft. The aircraft veered to the right,
departed the runway surface and entered
a cultivated field. The aircraft sustained
substantial damage when the right main
landing gear collapsed. The pilot, the sole
occupant, did not sustain injuries. EMS
and RCMP attended the scene.
C-GZXC, a privately operated Glaser
Dirks DG-300 Elan glider, was on approach to Black Diamond/Cu Nim, AB
(CEH2). The pilot was in a side slip with
spoilers deployed; however, the spoilers
were not retracted for the flare. During
touchdown, the aircraft was substantially damaged with the main wheel being
driven up into the fuselage. The pilot was
uninjured.
A Bell 206B aircraft operated by Helicopter Transport Services (Canada)
Inc, was collecting caribou radio collars at three predetermined locations,
approximately 42 nautical miles West
Southwest of Lynn Lake, MB (CYYL).
The crew had collected two radio collars
uneventfully until they arrived at the
third location. The terrain was uneven,
covered with dead trees and brush, and
sloped towards the lake. The pilot landed on the edge of a lake to allow three
passengers to disembark. Once the passengers indicated that they were clear of

the helicopter, the pilot attempted to lift
off into a hover; however, the helicopter
started to enter into a dynamic rollover
to the right. The pilot quickly lowered
the collective to stop the dynamic rollover. The helicopter settled aft, which
caused the tail rotor to strike the water.
There were no injuries to the pilot or
the three passengers, but the helicopter sustained substantial damage to the
tail rotor assembly. The pilot contacted
the operator by satellite phone to report
the accident. The ELT did not activate,
and search and rescue personnel were
notified. The pilot and passengers were
picked up by a second helicopter and
flown to La Ronge, SK

An amateur-built Timothy James Cub
aircraft, was on an approach to a farm
strip, 7 kms West of Westlock, AB with a
30 knots wind, gusting to 40 knots. When
the aircraft was three feet above the runway, a gust of wind lifted the right wing;
as a result, the left wing contacted the
ground. A ground loop ensued and the
aircraft nosed over on its back. There
were no injuries and no post-impact fire,
however the aircraft was substantially
damaged.

Ontario Region
Zenair Zodiac CH 601 was on a flight
plan (FP) from Pembroke, ON (CYTA) to
Kitchener/Waterloo, ON (CYKF) with an
estimated time of arrival (ETA) of 1940Z.
The pilot reported radio problems with
Waterloo Tower and the intention to divert to Guelph, ON (CNC4). At 1959Z,
Joint Rescue Coordination Centre (JRCC)
Trenton contacted the London flight information centre (FIC) and requested
any emergency locator transmitter (ELT)
reports in the vicinity of CNC4. C-FSDN
became overdue on the VFR FP at 2010Z
and a COMM SEARCH was initiated. At
2030Z, JRCC Trenton advised that the aircraft had crashed. The single occupant
was fatally injured.
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A private Piper PA-22-108 on floats,
departed Rice Lake, ON destined for
Agnew Lake, ON. At approximately 1959
EDT, the aircraft crashed on Fairbanks
Lake, ON, located approximately 13 nautical miles North East of Agnew Lake. Of
the two occupants on board, the passenger received serious injuries, while the
pilot received fatal injuries. The aircraft
sank to the bottom of the lake.
London flight information centre
(FIC) was notified of a runway collision
between two aircraft at Welland, ON
(CNQ3) airport; a Pilatus PC-12/45 and
a privately registered Sonex. Emergency
rescue responded, one person was taken
to the hospital. A NOTAM was issued to
close the runway. The area control centre (ACC) received numerous reports of
an emergency locator transmitter (ELT)
signal in the area, however they were
unable to verify if the ELT belonged to
either aircraft as emergency crew would
not allow anyone near the aircraft due to
a fuel leak. The ELT was turned off at approximately 2030Z.
A privately registered Thorp T-18C
reported MAYDAY and crashed near
Brantford, ON, as reported by the Hamilton, ON (CYHM) Tower and the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP). The pilot
sustained minor injuries, as reported by
rescuers on the scene. No impact to airport operations.

Pacific Region
Christavia MK1 Basic Ultra-light aircraft, was landing on Runway 34 at Nanaimo, BC (CYCD) when directional control was lost and the aircraft nosed over.
The pilot and the passenger egressed
without injury, and pushed the aircraft
off the runway before ARFF were able to
attend the accident scene.

Vanderhoof, BC (CAU4) when the pilot
lost directional control, which caused the
aircraft to flip onto its back. The aircraft
had been operated on floats for the past
four years and was recently converted
to wheels. The pilot was not injured,
however the aircraft was substantially
damaged.

At approximately 2339Z, a privately
registered Cessna U206F from Pitt Meadows, BC (CYPK) to Oie Lake, BC (CDC5)
reported to Kamloops flight information centre (FIC) to advise that the flight
had crashed at the end of the runway at
CDC5. No serious injuries were reported,
but the aircraft was flipped over beyond
the runway edge near some trees. No
emergency services were required. No
NOTAM was issued closing the runway.
No operational impact.
A privately owned Rotorway Exec
90 helicopter, was conducting circuits at
Langley Regional, BC (CYNJ). During the
crosswind phase of flight, the aircraft experienced a decrease of main rotor rpm
and an increase in manifold pressure. The
pilot initiated a turn direct to the runway
and entered an autorotation. As the pilot
was unable to reach the runway, an autorotation was executed into a field just
north of the airport. During touchdown,
the aircraft skidded to the left and rolled
over to the right. No injuries were reported to the two occupants.
The Joint Rescue Coordination
Centre (JRCC) Victoria phoned Kamloops Flight Information Centre (FIC)
at 1700Z to report that a 101190984 Saskatchewan Ltd. de Havilland DHC-2 (CGEWG) had crashed at Laidman Lake,
approximately 68NM SSW of Vanderhoof, BC (CAU4).

Quebec Region
A Maule M-7-235 taildragger aircraft,
was landing on the turf Runway 21 at

A privately operated Schleicher
ASW-27-18 (ASG 29) single-seat glider

(C-FYLO) was conducting a local VFR
flight from Bromont/Roland Désourdy
Airport (CZBM), QC. During the return
for landing, the pilot conducted a circuit
to the right for Runway 23. While C-FYLO
was conducting a turn to join the final approach, the pilot lost control of the aircraft
and struck the ground at about 0.5 NM
from the threshold of Runway 23. The
pilot died and the aircraft was destroyed.
There was no post-impact fire.

Atlantic Region
A privately operated SONERAI 2
amateur built aircraft, was operating on
a local flight from Trenton, NS (CYTN).
Shortly after takeoff, the engine experienced a total power loss and the pilot selected a recently cut hayfield to perform
a forced landing. The landing direction
had an uphill slope, and the aircraft landed hard with very little forward motion.
One propeller blade was broken off and
the conventional main landing gear collapsed in the landing. The pilot, the sole
occupant, was attended to by emergency
medical services and transported to a local hospital with minor injuries.

Région de l`Atlantique
Un Sonerai 2 privé de construction
amateur s’est posé dans un champ près
de New Glasgow, NS, aux abords du chemin Fraser Mountain. La seule personne
à bord n’a pas été blessée. Le Centre conjoint de coordination de sauvetage (JRCC)
de Halifax a été avisé par l’entremise du
service 911 et a informé le centre de contrôle régional (ACC).

Région des Praries
et du Nord
À 292310Z, une personne responsable a avisé le centre d’information de
vol (FIC) d’Edmonton qu’un Maule M4-220C (hydravion) privé était en retard.
L’aéronef a décollé de Yellowknife (hydroaérodrome) (CEN9), NU, à destina-
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tion de Gordon Lake (60 miles au nord-est
de Yellowknife [CYZF], NT) et n’est pas
revenu. Une opération de recherche a été
lancée. L’aéronef a été localisé le 30 septembre à 1630Z. Le Centre conjoint de coordination de sauvetage (JRCC) de Trenton a indiqué que les occupants avaient
subi des blessures mineures.

Le Centre conjoint de coordination
de sauvetage (JRCC) de Trenton a reçu
un signal de radiobalise de repérage
d’urgence (ELT) sur la fréquence 406 qui
provenait d’un Van’s Aircraft RV/6A
privé effectuant un vol régional à partir
de Saskatoon (CJN5), SK, et est entré en
contact avec le pilote. L’aéronef s’était
renversé sur la piste. Le Bureau de la sécurité des transports (BST) a été avisé.
La Gendarmerie royale du Canada
(GRC) a signalé que le train principal droit
d’un Aeronca 7AC exploité par Sattlers of
Wilcox Ltd. s’était affaissé à l’atterrissage à
Melfort (CJZ3), SK. Le Bureau de la sécurité des transports (BST) et le Centre des
opérations aériennes ont été avisés.

Région de l`Ontario
Un Zenair Zodiac CH 601 (C-FSDN)
exploité par 1427795 Ontario Inc., suivait un plan de vol (FP), de Pembroke
(CYTA), ON, à Kitchener/Waterlook
(CYKF), ON, avec une heure d’arrivée
prévue (ETA) de 1940Z. Le pilote a signalé des problèmes radio auprès de la
tour de Waterloo et son intention de se
dérouter vers Guelph (CNC4), ON. À
1959Z, le centre conjoint de coordination de sauvetage (JRCC) de Trenton a
contacté le centre d’information de vol
(FIC) de London et a demandé s’il avait
entendu des rapports de radiobalise de
repérage d’urgence (ELT) dans les environs de CNC4. À 2010Z C-FSDN était en
retard sur le FP VFR, et des recherches
par voies de communications ont été entreprises. À 2030Z, le JRCC de Trenton
a signalé que l’aéronef s’était écrasé. La
seule personne à bord a subi des blessures mortelles.
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Région du Pacifique
Un ultraléger de base Christavia MK1,
atterrissait sur la piste 34 à Nanaimo
(CYCD), BC, lorsqu’il a perdu la maîtrise
directionnelle et s’est retourné sur l’avant.
Le pilote et le passager sont sortis indemnes de l’aéronef et ont poussé celui-ci
hors de la piste avant que le SLIA puisse
se rendre sur le lieu de l’accident.
Un appareil Maule M-7-235 équipé
d’une roue de queue atterrissait sur la
piste gazonnée 21 à l’aéroport de Vanderhoof, C.-B. (CAU4) lorsque le pilote a perdu la maîtrise directionnelle de l’aéronef,
qui s’est renversé sur le dos. Muni de flotteurs depuis quatre ans, l’aéronef a été
doté de roues dernièrement. Le pilote n’a
pas été blessé, mais l’appareil a subi des
dommages importants.
À environ 2339Z, un Cessna U206F
d’immatriculation privée, de Pitt Meadows (CYPK), BC, à Oie Lake (CDC5), BC,
a signalé au centre d’information de vol
(FIC) de Kamloops qu’il s’était écrasé au
bout de la piste à CDC5. Aucune blessure grave n’a été signalée, mais l’aéronef
s’était renversé au-delà du bord de la
piste près d’arbres. Les services d’urgence
n’ont pas été requis. Aucun NOTAM n’a
été émis pour fermer la piste. Aucun impact sur l’exploitation.
Un hélicoptère expérimental Rotorway Exec 90 exploité par KLN Klein Product Development Inc. a reçu l’autorisation
d’effectuer des circuits à gauche à l’ouest de
la piste 01 jusqu’à 600 pi de Langley (CYNJ),
BC. La dernière fois que l’aéronef a été vu
sur le radar en extrapolation, il se trouvait
à 1 NM à l’ouest de CYNJ. L’aéronef a été
obligé d’atterrir dans un champ. Les deux
occupants s’en sont sortis indemnes. Gendarmerie royale du Canada avisée.

Région du Québec
Un planeur monoplace Schleicher
ASW-27-18 (ASG 29) en exploitation
privée, effectuait un vol local selon les règles de vol à vue depuis l’aéroport de Bro-

mont (Roland Désourdy), QC (CZBM).
Lors du retour pour l’atterrissage, le pilote a effectué un circuit par la droite pour
la piste 23. Alors que le C-FYLO effectuait
le virage pour joindre l’approche finale, le
pilote a perdu la maîtrise de l’appareil et
a percuté le sol à environ 0,5 mile marin
du seuil de la piste 23. Le pilote est décédé et l’appareil fut détruit. Il n’y a pas eu
de feu après impact.

Un Cessna U206F amphibie en exploitation privée, a décollé du lac Kuashkuapishiu, situé à 143 miles nautiques
au nord nord-ouest de Baie-Comeau, QC
(CYBC) pour effectuer un vol VFR avec le
pilote et 2 passagers à bord. Peu de temps
après le décollage, l’appareil a décroché
dans un virage à gauche. L’appareil s’est
écrasé et a pris feu à l’extrémité nord du lac
dans une zone légèrement boisée. Le pilote
a été grièvement blessé, tandis que les 2
passagers ont reçu des blessures mortelles.
Un Cessna 172M sur flotteurs,
propriété de Lake Country Airways, avec
à son bord le pilote et un passager effectuait un vol en exploitation privée selon
les règles de vol à vue entre le lac Constance (Ontario) à destination du lac de
l’Argile (Québec). Lors de l’amerrissage
au lac de l’Argile sur une surface miroitante, le pilote a éprouvé des difficultés
lors de l’arrondi amenant à un amerrissage dur. Une perte de maitrise s’en est
suivi au point que l’aile droite a touché
la surface de l’eau. L’appareil n’a pas
capoté et a pu être remorqué au rivage.
L’appareil a subi des dommages importants. Les deux occupants n’ont subi aucune blessure.
Appel du 911 pour signaler qu’un
aéronef s’était écrasé au Lac-St-Augustin (CSN8), QC. Le pilote est sorti et
l’appareil a été remorqué vers le rivage.
Immatriculation inconnue. La source
serait fort probablement un Cessna 180
d’immatriculation privée qui était en finale pour CSN8 vers 16h45 heure locale.
Aucun impact sur l’opération.
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Transport Canada
Enforcement Actions
Atlantic Region
› The pilot-in-command of an IFR aircraft
operating at an uncontrolled aerodrome
within an MF area failed to report his
intentions before entering the manoeuvring area of the aerodrome. CAR
602.99: $750.
› On two occasions, a person operated an
aircraft in Canada that was neither registered in Canada, in a contracting State or
in a foreign state that had an agreement in
force with Canada. CAR 202.13(2): $1,000.

Ontario Region
› A person operated an aircraft in VFR
flight within controlled airspace when
the distance from cloud was less than
500 feet vertically and one mile horizontally. CAR 602.114: $1,000.
› The pilot-in-command of an aircraft
failed to comply with all of the air traffic
control (ATC) clearances received and
accepted. CAR 602.31(1): $750.

› The pilot-in-command of an aircraft
failed to comply with all of the air traffic control (ATC) clearances received
and accepted. CAR 602.31(1): $750.
› A person operated an aircraft in Canada that was neither registered in Canada, in a contracting State or in a foreign
state that had an agreement in force
with Canada. CAR 202.13(2):$1,000.
› A person conducted a flight operation
referred to in section 603.65, contrary to
the provisions of a special flight operations certificate (SFOC) issued by the
Minister. CAR 603.66: $750.
› A person operated an ultra-light aeroplane while carrying another person on
board. CAR 602.29(1):10 days Suspension.
› A person operated a VFR aircraft in
Class C airspace when they had not received a clearance from the appropriate
air traffic control unit before entering
the airspace. CAR 601.08(1): $750.

Prairie and Northern Region
› A person operated an aircraft within
five nautical miles of a forest fire area, at
an altitude of less than 3,000 feet AGL.
CAR 601.15: $250.

› A person acted as a flight crew member
or exercised the privileges of a flight
crew permit, licence or rating when the
person was not the holder of the ap-

propriate permit, licence or rating. CAR
401.03(1): $1,000.
› A person operated a VFR aircraft in Class
B airspace without an air traffic control
clearance or an authorization issued by
the Minister. CAR 601.07(1): $750.

Pacific Region
› A person conducted a take-off in an aircraft that had frost, ice or snow adhering
to any of its critical surfaces. On two occasions, the person also operated an unpressurized aircraft above 13,000 feet ASL
when it was not equipped with sufficient
oxygen supply to comply with the oxygen requirements. CAR 602.11(2): $1,000;
CAR 605.31(1): $750; CAR 605.31(1): 20
days Suspension.
› A person conducted a take-off, approach or landing in an aircraft within
a built-up area of a city or town. CAR
602.10(2): $750.
› On two occasions, a person operated a
flight training service in Canada using an
aeroplane when that person was not the
holder of a flight training unit operator
certificate authorizing the person to operate the service. CAR 406.03(1): $1,000X2.
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Women Honoured for

Aviation Careers

Elsie McGill Northern Lights Awards Gala
Story and Photos by Ken Lin

Top, seven award recipients pose
with cadets for the official photo.
Below, keynote speaker was MP
Karen McCrimmon, the former
commander of CFB Trenton.

Seven women with distinguished or
burgeoning careers in aviation were
honoured at the eighth Elsie MacGill Northern Lights Award gala in
Vaughan, near Toronto.
Sponsored by Porter Airlines, the evening began with a keynote speech by
Kanata-Carleton MP Karen McCrimmon,
who had 26 years of distinguished military services including as the commanding officer of 429 Transport Squadron at
CFB Trenton.
Lt. Col. (retired) McCrimmon kept the
packed audience riveted with accounts of
her military career, including some candid
stories about working with her male military colleagues and concluding with the
benefits of encouragement she received and
shared with her friends during her career.
Each award winner was then introduced to more than 300 guests in atten-
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dance with a summary presentation of
their diverse achievements. Each spoke
to the audience themselves, sharing their
experiences breaking through the gender
barriers in a traditionally male-dominated aviation/aerospace industry.
Some light-hearted and entertaining
stories were shared that not only illuminated the talent and determination that
led to success in their careers but also their
warm personable side as mothers, wives,
sisters and daughters. Each woman spoke
fondly of the strong support from their
families and friends as key to their success.
The 2016 Elise MacGill award recipients
are: Brigadier General Lise Bourgon for
flight ops/maintenance; Dr. Sylvie Beland
for government; Jolene Mahody for business, Dr. Catherine Mavriplis for education, Rosella Bjornson for pioneer, Holly
Johnson and Navreet Saini for Rising Stars.

Biographies of the 2016 Elsie MacGill
Northern Lights Awards recipients are
available at http://www.northernlightsaward.
ca/2016_recipient.html and information of the
Northern Lights Award available at http://
www.northernlightsaward.ca/aboutus.html

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////bookreview
SR-71 Manual an Illuminating Read
Declassified Volume Reveals Spy Plane’s Secrets
By Adam Hunt

What pilot hasn’t wanted to take an
SR-71 up to Mach 3.2 at 85,000 feet?
Sadly the SR-71 flew its last mission
on 9 October 1999, finishing up a
35-year career that started with its
first flight on 22 December 1964.
Thirty-two of the iconic black reconnaissance aircraft were built and, of
those, 12 were crashed.
The surviving SR-71s are now all museum pieces, although the Blackbird lives
on in several video games. While you
can’t fly the real thing anymore, you can
get a true insider’s feel for what it would
have been like to be assigned to fly them
at the 9th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing
at Beale AFB in California, by studying
the aircraft’s flight manual.
The USAF SR-71 Flight Manual was
of course once classified as “secret”, but
with the aircraft now retired for 17 years
the book has been largely declassified
and has now been published for public
consumption by Voyageur Press, part of
the Quarto Publishing Group.
The SR-71 Flight Manual is a big book.
Printed in its original 8.5 X 11” format, it is
just under 2” thick and weighs in at 5.3 lbs.
To literally add colour to the original
flight manual text, Voyageur Press engaged retired SR-71 pilot and 9th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing commander,
Colonel Richard H. Graham, to create an
introduction to the aircraft. Graham’s
contribution consists of the first 63 velum pages of text and photos, many of
them in colour. Graham’s text brings
the aircraft to life as he relates many
tales that illustrate the use of the aircraft in service, plus stories from other
pilots and Reconnaissance Sensor Operators (RSOs) who flew the SR-71. His
introduction is divided into sections that
match the layout of the flight manual
that follows and adds very useful illumination. He even includes one official

photo of the A-12 “Oxcart” single seater
that preceded the SR-71 into service, too.
The flight manual itself covers the SR-71A
two seat reconnaissance aircraft and also includes the supplements about the SR-71B
trainer model, of which two were built and
used to check pilots out on the SR-71.
I have to admit that I have a bit of a
love for military writing and especially
aircraft manuals. I spent time in the Canadian Forces as a military pilot, including
time at staff school, learning to write with
“clarity, brevity and conciseness” and
worked in headquarters doing military
writing, which left me with an enjoyment
of the crisp terseness of good quality military prose. This book has it in spades, too.
But reading the manual starts to give
a flavour beyond mere counting of rivets and the reader gets drawn into not
only the amazing engineering that went
into creating a Mach 3.2 aircraft in the
early 1960s, but also what the operational
crews, pilots and RSOs who flew it were
dealing with, all in that terse military, nononsense style.
Crew members normally flew in spacesuit-like pressure suits. This quote is from
Section 3, Emergency Procedures, describing ejection procedures:
“After ejection, descent is normally
made to approximately 15,000 feet while
in the seat with drogue chute stabilization.
(Refer to Figure 3-3.) Note: The seat may
spin and rotate while descending with the
drogue chute deployed. It may be possible
to arrest such motions by using the arms
and hands in the airstream.”
Ejection near the maximum operating
altitude of 85,000 feet must have been quite
an experience for those who survived it!
The flight manual includes 139 pages of
emergency procedures, all of which would
have been learned and memorized. As a
crew member your life depended on it!
A large part of section IV, navigation and

sensor equipment, is dedicated to describing the Astrointertial Navigation System,
which did its own automatic star plots by
day and night to continuously update the
on-board gyroscope-based INS. This was
groundbreaking technology for the 1960s
and without this autonomous system pilots would have easily become lost in the
SR-71. As test pilot Paul Crickmore wrote
about the SR-71, “you’ve never been lost
until you’ve been lost at Mach 3.” The
ground disappears behind you fast at 35
miles per minute!
The book also provides great detail
about air-to-air refuelling, the life-blood of
all SR-71 operations.

SR-71 Flight Manual
— The Official Pilot’s
Handbook, Declassified,
And Expanded With
Commentary

Original text written by the USAF, with a
new commentary by Colonel Richard H.
Graham, USAF (ret)
Published by Voyageur Press, Quarto
Publishing Group, Minneapolis, 1 October
2016
8.5” X 11” paperback, 1 7/8” thick, 5.3 lbs
1040 pages, includes index
Cdn$98.00 (paper)
https://www.quartoknows.com/
books/9780760351741/SR-71-FlightManual.html
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All Flying in the Same Direction
Jet Teams Pull Off Huge Formation Flight
Photos by Ken Lin

The RCAF CF-18 demo team, the
Snowbirds and the Breitling Jet Team
represent perhaps the epitome of
formation aerobatics skill and grace
so what happens when they pool
their talents?
Photographer Ken Lin got a rare
chance to photograph the result during
media day at the Canadian International
Airshow.
The two teams and the solo CF-18
formed up into a 15-jet formation over Lake
Ontario with media in many of the planes.
The organizational task was enormous
beyond the flying element.
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Since all of the aircraft have ejection
seats, all of the reporters had to have medicals and go through ejection seat training.
Meanwhile, the pilots needed to coordinate the flight, with safety as a top
priority, in some of the busiest airspace in
North America.
Through extensive coordination with
NavCanada and Transport Canada, a
flight plan was devised.
Snowbirds commander Maj. Yannick
Gregoire had another issue to consider.
One of his pilots was unavailable to fly
so he had to organize his normally ninemember team into a formation of eight.

It all went off without a hitch and the
photographic result was stunning.
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Mark Chrha 2016 Webster Winner

Courtesy Webster Competition

Brampton Flight Centre Hosts Amateur Pilot Competition

The winner of the 2016 Webster
Memorial Trophy Competition was
Mark Chrha from the Eastern Ontario Region and currently flying
with Seneca College, Peterborough,
Ontario.
The 2016 runner-up is Michael Bryson,
Manitoba Region and flying with Harv’s
Air, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Michael’s
brother Andrew Bryson was runner up
in 2014.
Each year the Nav Canada Trophy is
presented to the highest mark on the
Nav Canada-developed written exam.
This year it was won by Maxine Brignell, Western Ontario Region who recently graduated from Sault College,

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. For the first
time this year, all Webster competitors
had to take the Nav Canada exam in
order to qualify and Brignell took top
marks with a 93 percent.
Webster week for the finalists includes
more than just a competition. They got
to tour the Jazz facility at the Toronto
airport on Wednesday evening and flew
heavy aircraft simulators courtesy of
Air Canada on Thursday evening. Capt.
Chris Clarke and Capt. Dennis Guay, the
1980 Webster winner, ran the simulators.
The competition was hosted by Brampton Flight Centre. The 2017 competition
will be held at Mitchinson Flight Centre
in Saskatoon.
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quelques
grâce à notre système en ligne entièrement automatisé.
minutes
grâce à notre système en ligne entièrement
• automatisé.
Une protection à des prix abordables.
•• Une
protection à des
deslois
prixetabordables.
Une connaissance
règlements locaux pour garantir
la bonne couverture d’assurance.

Pour
plusamples
amplesrenseignements,
renseignements,
contactez
le Groupe
Pour de
de plus
contactez
le Groupe
Magnes
aunuméro
numérodede
téléphone
1-855-VIP-COPA
ou le
Magnes au
téléphone
1-855-VIP-COPA
ou visitez
site internet
visitez
le sitewww.uavinsurance.ca.
internet www.uavinsurance.ca
Coverage proudly administered by
The Magnes Group Inc. and underwritten by AIG.
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TSB
Urges

ELT in a crashed
Ornge helicopter
shown hanging
from wires.

ELT
Safety
Fixes
406 Capability,
Better Mounts,
Stronger Components
By Daryl Collins
TSB Senior Investigator
On May 31, 2013, shortly after midnight, a Sikorsky S-76 air ambulance
helicopter operated by Ornge RotorWing crashed just after taking off from
the Moosonee Airport in Northern Ontario, killing all four on board: the captain, first officer, and two paramedics.
Although it did not play a role in the
outcome of this tragic occurrence, a distress signal from the helicopter’s emergency locator transmitter (ELT) was not
received, thereby slowing search-andrescue (SAR) efforts. Shortly after reaching
the crash site, TSB investigators saw that
the helicopter’s external whip-style ELT
antenna had broken off and the unit had
come free from its hook-and-loop fastening straps. This led the investigation to
examine current ELT requirements and design standards, ultimately identifying four
ELT-related safety deficiencies that pose a
significant risk to the travelling public.
Aircraft in Canada are not currently
required to carry an ELT that transmits
on 406 MHz, even though this has been
the standard internationally since 2005,
and even though 406 MHz is the only
ELT frequency monitored by the international search-and-rescue satellite system
(Cospas-Sarsat). This creates a significant
risk. For instance, more than half of the approximately 27,000 Canadian-registered
aircraft that require an ELT don’t carry one
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that can be detected by the SAR system.
As a result, the TSB recommended that
Transport Canada require those aircraft
mandated to have an ELT be equipped
with one that transmits on 406 MHz.
In this occurrence, the ELT’s broken
antenna prevented a distress signal from
being detected by SAR satellites, an issue that has come up in numerous TSB
investigations. Studies have shown that
80-90 percent of failed ELT activations are
a result of damage to the ELT. While the
design standards for the ELT unit itself
are robust, they are significantly less so
for the components, such as external wiring and the antenna. As a result, the TSB is
calling on Transport Canada and international bodies, including ICAO, the Radio
Technical Commission for Aeronautics,
and the European Organization for Civil
Aviation Equipment, to establish rigorous
crash-survivability standards to reduce
the likelihood that an ELT system will be
rendered inoperative by impact forces.
Under the current standards, 406-MHz
ELTs are required to have a minimum delay of 50 seconds from the time of activation to the first transmission of a distress
signal. However, if an ELT is rendered inoperative during this period (for example,
due to damage or by being submersed),
the signal will not be transmitted to the Cospas-Sarsat system. Given the advances in

technology, the TSB feels it is time to reduce
this delay to the lowest possible timeframe
and maximize the likelihood that a distress
signal will reach search and rescue.
In 2015, Transport Canada adopted a
new standard that prohibits the use of
hook-and-loop fasteners when installing
new ELTs. The new requirement did not
however apply to previously installed devices. As a result, there are a large number of ELTs currently being restrained by
a system that has proven ineffective in a
wide range of occurrences. To rectify this
issue, the TSB recommends that Transport Canada prohibit the use of hookand-loop fasteners as a means of securing
any ELT to an airframe, regardless of its
original installation date.
If adopted, the TSB’s recommendations
on ELTs will significantly enhance the
safety of Canadian pilots, owners, and the
travelling public. However, these were
not the only issues to arise from our investigation into the tragic events of May
31, 2013. In fact, we issued a total of 14
recommendations. In follow-up articles,
I will discuss some of these, particularly
those related to instrument recency/currency requirements, and the regulations
governing night visual flight rules (VFR).
More information about TSB recommendations can be found at the TSB website (www.tsb.gc.ca).
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Le BST exige des
correctifs aux ELT

Potentiel 406MHz, meilleurs supports, composants plus solides
By Daryl Collins Bureau de la sécurité des transports du Canada (BST)

Le 31 mai 2013, peu après minuit, un
hélicoptère-ambulance Sikorsky S-76
exploité par Ornge Rotor-Wing s’est
écrasé tout juste après avoir décollé
de l’aéroport de Moosonee, dans le
nord de l’Ontario. Les quatre occupants — le commandant, le premier
officier et deux techniciens ambulanciers paramédicaux — ont perdu la vie.
Bien que cela n’ait pas eu d’incidence
sur les conséquences de cet événement
tragique, aucun signal n’a été reçu de la
radiobalise de repérage d’urgence (ELT) de
l’hélicoptère, ce qui a ralenti les interventions de recherche et sauvetage (SAR). Peu
après leur arrivée sur le lieu de l’écrasement,
les enquêteurs du BST ont constaté que
l’antenne-fouet externe de l’ELT s’était brisée et que l’ELT était dégagée des sangles à
rubans autoagrippants qui la maintenaient
en place. L’enquête s’est donc penchée sur
les exigences et les normes de conception
actuelles des ELT. Les enquêteurs ont ainsi
relevé quatre lacunes de sécurité liées aux
ELT qui représentent un risque important
pour les voyageurs.
À l’heure actuelle au Canada, il n’est
pas obligatoire d’installer dans les aéronefs une ELT pouvant émettre sur la
fréquence de 406 MHz, et ce, même si
c’est la norme internationale depuis 2005
et même si cette fréquence est la seule
fréquence d’ELT surveillée par le Système
international Cospas-Sarsat de satellites
pour les recherches et le sauvetage. Cela
engendre un risque non négligeable. Par
exemple, plus de la moitié des quelque
27 000 aéronefs immatriculés au Canada
qui doivent être munis d’une ELT sont
munis d’une ELT que le système de recherche et sauvetage ne peut pas détecter.
Par conséquent, le BST a recommandé à
Transports Canada d’exiger que les aéronefs qui doivent être équipés d’une ELT

soient munis d’une ELT pouvant émettre
sur la fréquence de 406 MHz.
Dans cet événement, le bris de
l’antenne ELT a empêché la détection du
signal par les satellites de recherche et
sauvetage, un problème qui est ressorti
dans de nombreuses enquêtes du BST.
Des études ont montré que dans 80 à 90 %
des cas, ce sont des dommages à l’ELT qui
empêchent son activation1,2. Les normes
de conception des ELT sont rigoureuses,
mais elles le sont beaucoup moins pour
ses composants, comme le câblage et
l’antenne externes. Par conséquent, le
BST demande à Transports Canada et
à des organismes internationaux, dont
l’OACI, la Radio Technical Commission
for Aeronautics et l’European Organization for Civil Aviation Equipment,
d’établir de rigoureuses normes de résistance à l’écrasement afin de réduire la
probabilité qu’un système ELT cesse de
fonctionner par suite des forces d’impact.
Les normes actuelles exigent que les
ELT de 406 MHz diffèrent l’émission du
premier signal de détresse d’au moins
50 secondes à partir du moment de
l’activation. Toutefois, si un système ELT
cesse de fonctionner durant ce délai (en
raison de dommages ou d’une immersion
dans l’eau, par exemple), aucun signal ne
sera transmis au système Cospas-Sarsat.
Étant donné les progrès technologiques
réalisés, le BST estime qu’il est temps de
réduire ce délai à la plus courte période
possible afin de maximiser la probabilité
de transmission d’un signal de détresse
aux équipes de recherche et sauvetage.
En 2015, Transports Canada a adopté une
nouvelle norme qui proscrit l’utilisation de
sangles à ruban autoagrippant dans les
nouvelles installations d’ELT, mais cette
nouvelle exigence ne s’applique pas aux
installations antérieures. Il y a donc actuel-

Il n’est pas
obligatoire d’installer
dans les aéro nefs une
ELT pouvant émettre
sur la fréquence de
406 MHz
lement un grand nombre d’ELT fixées au
moyen d’un matériel dont l’inefficacité a
été démontrée au cours de nombreux événements. Pour remédier à ce problème,
le BST recommande à Transports Canada
d’interdire l’utilisation de sangles à ruban
autoagrippant comme mode de fixation à la
cellule d’un aéronef de toutes les ELT, peu
importe leur date d’installation d’origine.
Si elles sont suivies, les recommandations
du BST sur les ELT constitueront une nette
avancée pour la sécurité des pilotes, des
propriétaires et des voyageurs au Canada.
Cependant, ces questions ne sont pas les
seules qui sont ressorties de notre enquête
sur le tragique événement du 31 mai 2013.
De fait, nous avons formulé 14 recommandations au total. Lors d’articles ultérieurs, je
parlerai de certaines d’entre elles, particulièrement celles qui touchent aux exigences
de maintien des compétences de vol aux instruments et à la réglementation sur les vols
de nuit selon les règles de vol à vue (VFR).
On trouvera plus d’information à propos des recommandations du BST sur le
site Web du BST (www.bst.gc.ca).
1. Recherche et développement pour la défense Canada
(RDDC), Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) Performance
in Canada from 2003 to 2008: Statistics and Human Factors
Issues (septembre 2009), partie 5.1.1, p. 30.
2. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), Current Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT)
Deficiencies and Potential Improvements Utilizing
TSO-C91a ELTs (1990).
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on the horizon
Calgary AB: The Aerobatic Club of Alberta
would like to invite you to our monthly
meeting which occurs at 07:30 the second
Tuesday of each month. Get together and
socialize with others who; have a casual interest or curiosity in aerobatics and aerobatic
aircraft, occasionally conduct an aerobatic
maneuver or are currently pursuing aerobatic
competition. We meet to discuss various club
events, aerobatic training, aircraft’s and participate in various social activities. Location of
the monthly meeting does change so please
visit our web site www.aerobaticscanada.
org for details and more information about
the club, events, contest results/photos and
contact information.
Olds/Didsbury, AB (CEA3): COPA Flight
142 fly-in second Saturday of each month
0900 until 1300hrs. Discounted Fuel, coffee
and donuts. Everyone welcome to come and
meet fellow pilots and take advantage of
the discounted fuel. For more information,
please contact Ed Shaw at 403-701-1600.
Charlottetown, PEI (CYYG): COPA
Flight 57/PEI Flying Assoc. Every Saturday
at 0800 hrs join our members for breakfast
at Razzy’s Roadhouse, 161 St. Peters Rd.,
Charlottetown. Also on the first Saturday of
the summer months we have our Saturday
Fly-in & Burgers from 1200 until 1400 hrs. No
Ramp or landing Fees. For more information
or to arrange a ride from Apron 2, please
contact Brian at 902-626-6963 or Barry 902626-5882, pound@pei.sympatico.ca.
Edenvale, ON (CNV8): Every Thursday from
January 5-December 15, the Edenvale Classic
Aircraft Foundation restoration shop is open
and we invite everyone to fly over, or drive by
and pay a visit. Membership flights are available in all our tail-dragger aircraft, including
the Tiger Moth and Fairchild Cornell. For more
information, contact Bryan Quickmire at 705818-2223 or info@classicaircraft.ca. Visit our
website at www.classicaircraft.ca.
Edmonton, AB: COPA Flight 176 regular monthly meeting. 1st Thursday of the
month at 19:30 held at the Alberta Aviation
Museum — 11410 Kingsway Avenue NW
in the lecture area. For more information,
please see our website or contact Janis
at treasurer@copaedmonton.ca.
Estevan, SK (CYEN): Regular COPA Flight/
Flying Club Meeting, held 2nd Tuesday of
even numbered months, February, April,
June, etc. at 19:30 in main terminal building.
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For more information, please contact Neal
Linthicum at 306-421-7629 or nealandnadine@hotmail.com.
Havelock, NB: COPA 27/ The Havelock
Flying Club invite you to fly-in or drive-in for
breakfast any Sunday of the year. On any
Sunday during the month of October present
your journey log book to enter our 2016 competition the Delbert Alward Memorial Cup.
Our winner will be announced on Sunday
Nov 6/16. The Pilot flying to the most locations
noted in COPA’s “Places to Fly” section as verified by his Journey Log will receive the 2016
Delbert Alward Memorial Cup. Please note we
cannot accept faxed or emailed entries or we
can’t meet you at any other location. Simply fly
in, enjoy breakfast, and enter to win. For more
information, please contact Steve Eastwick at
sdeastw@nbnet.nb.ca or 506-386-4120.
Hawkesbury East, ON (CPG5): COPA
Flight 131 monthly breakfast meeting on the
1st Saturday of the month from 0830 to 0930
hrs. Come and talk about aviation with passionate flyers, make new friends and enjoy
the friendly, homey atmosphere. Please call
or send an email to let us know you are coming. For more information, please call Michel
at 819-923-6767 or HawkesburyFlyingClub@
gmail.com. The airport web site is http://
www.easthawkesburyairport.com
Hawkesbury Est, ON (CPG5): Escadrille
131 déjeuner mensuel les 1er samedis du
mois de 8h30 à 9h30. Venez parler aviation et
faire de nouveaux amis dans une ambiance
amicale. SVP de nous appeler ou envoyer
un courriel pour nous aviser de votre visite.
Pour plus d’information, contactez Michel
819-923-6767 ou HawkesburyFlyingClub@
gmail.com. Notre site web pour l’aéroport
esthttp://www.easthawkesburyairport.ca
High River Airport, AB (CEN4): First
Thursday of every month at the 187
Squadron Royal Canadian Air Cadet Hangar
the EAA Chapter 1410 has their monthly
meeting 18:30 — 21:00. Whether you have a
casual interest in aviation, you are an active
pilot, or you are an avid homebuilder of
aircraft, we offer the chance to meet others who combine fun with learning. We
meet to learn from informative speakers,
participate in various social activities, and
are active in the flying community. Come
by and visit! Please contact Paul evenings
at 403-271-5330 or eaahighriver@shaw.ca.
Visit our website at www.eaahighriver.org
for more details.

Kelowna, BC (CYLW): COPA Flight 36,
Kelowna Flying Club, Apron III Event General
Meeting, 1st Tuesday of each month. Premeeting BBQ starts at 18:30; meeting starts
at 19:00. Join us for news and updates, guest
speakers and fellowship! For more information, please contact Daryl Nelson at Info@
kelownaflyingclub.com or go to our website
at http://kelownaflyingclub.com.
Lethbridge, AB: The Lethbridge Sport
Flyers, COPA Flight 24 would like to invite you
to our weekly Saturday morning breakfast,
07:30 held at Smitty’s Pancake House, 2053
Magrath Dr. S. in Lethbridge, Alberta. We
encourage you to call ahead if you’re in the
area. If you catch us at a Fly-In instead please
feel welcome to join us there. All of our activities including the postings of our monthly
meetings can be found on our Event Calendar
at http://www.lethbridgesportflyers.com. To
contact us, please call our club President, Mic
Thiessen at 403-327-8808 or send us an email
at Lethbridge-Sport-Flyers@telus.net.
Lindsay, ON: Kawartha Lakes Flying Club,
COPA Flight 101 has a regular monthly meeting on the 1st Wednesday of each month
19:00 at LCVI High School, 260 Kent St.
West in Lindsay. Come in east door. Except
for the July BBQ and December Christmas
Party. For more information, please contact
Bob Burns at bobklfc@gmail.com or visit
Kawartha Lakes Flying Club at www.klfc.ca.
Morden, MB (CJA3): COPA Flight 145 FlyDay Fridays. Every Friday starting first Friday in
June to the last Friday in August. The Morden
Flying Club host a BBQ rain or shine. Fly in or
drive in we welcome everyone to come and
join us for a burger, chicken, hot dog or steak
with a dose of hangar talk. We look forward
to seeing you. Morden Flying Club meetings
are the first Monday of every month at 1900
hrs at the terminal building as well. For more
information, please contact Ron Loewen at
204-312-0640 or bd5ron@gmail.com and
visit www.mordernflyingclub.com/events.html
Nanaimo, BC (CYCD): Welcomes you!
Nanaimo Flying Club holds regular meetings; Third Sunday of every month 09:30,
followed by guest speakers & lunch. Meet
& greet breakfasts or brunches held first
Saturday of every month. Keep the dust off
your wings; join our “Truancy Squadron”
callout offering weekly impromptu flyouts. The cost is free — the fun, priceless.
Visit for a round of golf next door, or join

regular events
the BC-Social-Flying group on Yahoo to
see what’s happening. Special events &
theme parties held throughout the year.
Social activity suggestions to encourage
flying and relations with other clubs always
welcome. Co-ordinates are lat 49.1683°,
long — 124.0357°. For more information,
please contact Don at 250-758-3540 or
president@nanaimoflyingclub.org. Visit our
website www.nanaimoflyingclub.org.
Okotoks, AB (CFX2): Foothills flying
Club, COPA Flight 81 regular meeting
at 19:30, last Monday of the month, Sky
Wings classroom at the Okotoks Air Ranch.
For more information, please contact Jim
at j-sbleaney@shaw.ca or 403-689-6950.
Penticton, BC (CYYF): Penticton Flying
Club / COPA Flight 50 holds its monthly
meeting on the second Tuesday of the
month at 1900hrs at the club house on 126
Dakota Way. All pilots and members of the
public interested in aviation are welcome.
We also meet every Thursday morning at
1000hrs for an informal coffee chat at the
club house. Fly-ins are always welcome!
For more information about both events,
please contact Ed Festel at 250-460-1577
or edfestel@me.com
Pitt Meadows, BC (CYPK): Aero Club of
BC is holding its traditional fly-in and fuel
sales. Every 3rd Sunday of the Month 09:00
to 18:00. Free hot dogs and coffee between
11:00 and 15:00. Regular Meetings are held
on every (first) 1 Wednesday of the month
starting at 19:30 for Aero Club events
please connect to our http://aeroclubofbc.
ca/ and join our Facebook Page.
Pointe Claire, QC: Every 3rd Thursday
except June, July, August & December,
the Montreal Chapter of the Canadian
Aviation Historical Society features a guest
speaker at their 1100 hrs meeting at the
Pointe Claire Legion Hall, 365 St-Louis.
Light lunch provided, $5 voluntary landing
fee requested. Anyone interested in the
history of civil or military aviation is welcome. For more information, please call
Ron at 450-463-1998.
Pontiac, QC: COPA Flight 169 Pontiac:
Monthly breakfast meeting on the 1st
Saturday of the month. Come and talk about
aviation with passionate flyers! Wives and
children are welcome. For more information,
please contact Maurice at 819-360-0706 or
Andre at 819-329-2830.

Pontiac, QC: Escadrille 169 Pontiac:
Déjeuner mensuel les 1er samedi du mois
au restaurant Aylmer BBQ situé au 134,
rue Principale (Aylmer), Gatineau, 819-6844372. Venez parler aviation avec des pilotes
passionnés! Les conjointes et les enfants
sont bienvenus. Pour plus d’information
contactez Maurice 819-360-0706 ou Andre
819-329-2830.

Sedgewick, AB (CEK6 ): Iron Creek
Flying Club, COPA Flight 157 regular
monthly meeting, second Thursday of each
month at 19:30 at the Flagstaff Regional
Airport terminal building. Drive or fly
in. Cardlock fuel available 24 hours and
courtesy vehicle. Everyone welcome. For
more information, please contact Shelley at
shelley@cciwireless.ca.

Picton, ON (CNT7): COPA Flight 53,
breakfast on the second Sunday of every
month starting at 8:00 a.m. April-December.
Located at the Prince Edward Flying Club,
co-ordinates N 43 59 21 W77 08 21. For
more information, please call Jeff & Jackie
Douglass at 613-471-1868.

St. Thomas, ON (CYQS): COPA Flight
75 hosts a Wednesday evening fly-in barbeque rain or shine, starting June 22nd and
running until September 7th. Starts at 1800
and ends around 1930. Contact copa75@
outlook.com for more information.

Red Deer, AB: Red Deer Flying Club /
COPA Flight 92 meets on the 3rd Monday
evening of each month (except July &
August) at the Flying Club building directly
north of the Red Deer Airport Terminal
Building. Meetings start at 19:30. Always an
interesting program or speaker. For additional information call Bert at 403-350-5511
or visit reddeerflyingclub.org.
Shoal Lake, MB (CKL5): Shoal Lake
Flying Club/COPA Flight 162 holds general meetings on the second Tuesday of
every second month (Feb, April, ...) at
19:30 at the Airport Terminal Building,
visitors welcome. The December meeting
is a pot luck supper followed by a short
Annual Meeting and a social event. Check
the meeting schedule by clicking on the
News and Events tab at www.slflyingclub.
com. Email slflyingclub@gmail.com for
more information.

Victoria, BC (CYYJ): COPA Flight 6 usually meets the first Tuesday of each month
from 19:00 until 21:00. You do not need
to be a member of the VFC or of COPA in
order to participate. For more information,
please contact copaflight6@gmail.com.
Westlock, AB (CES4): Copa Flight 139
(Westlock Flying Club) regularly meets
on the third Thursday of every month at
19:00, in the terminal building at Westlock
Airport. For more information, contact Dan
at dan@syz.com or 780-961-2213. We look
forward to seeing you!
Whitecourt, AB (CYZU): COPA Flight
185 holds its meetings on the third Tuesday
of every month, except December, at the
terminal building at 19:00. Come by and
visit. For more info please contact Curtis at
780-778-0854.

Sundre, AB: Sundre Flying Club meetings
second Thursday of the month at 19:30.
Hamburgers and hot dogs and snacks anytime at terminal -self serve. For more information, please contact Myron Bignold at
403-638-7370 or winnmy@telusplanet.net.

Wiarton/Georgian Bluffs, ON:
COPA Flight 68 monthly meeting is held
the 1st Saturday of the month at 0930hrs at
the Wiarton/Keppel International Airport
CYVV at the airport Terminal Building.
For more information, please contact Don
Colter at 519-793-3473 or dshcolter@
cabletv.on.ca

Brampton, ON (CNC3): 1830 hrs
Monday Night BBQs begin! Starting June
13, every Monday night to September 3.
Join us for our Legendary Monday Night
Summer BBQ. Going strong into our 11th
season. Burgers, sausage, and all fresh
trimmings. Nominal cost. RAA-TR Hangar,
north end of Brampton airport. For more
information, please contact President Fred
Grootarz at 905 212-9333 or fred@acronav.
com; V.P. Alain Ouellet at 416-709-2020
or aouellet@icecanada.com

Neuville, QC (CNV9): Rendez-vous
mensuel de l’Aéroclub de Neuville, premier vendredi du mois de 16h00 à 19h00.
Avions et exposants sur place. Bienvenue
à tous. / Regular COPA Flight/Flying Club
Meeting, held every 1st Friday of the
month from 1600 to 1900. Exhibition of
aircrafts and aviation products. Welcome
to all. Information: info@aeroportdeneuville.ca et/and Facebook (Aéroclub de
Neuville).
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Kawartha
Kids Enjoy
the View
Flight 101 Flies 140
First-Time Aviators
by Jim Richards

Sixteen aircraft, including a helicopter, introduced the thrill of
flight to 140 enthusiastic young
aviators at the Kawartha Lakes
Flying Club/COPA Flight 101
COPA For Kids event Aug. 27.
Each 20-minute flight showcased
the City Of Kawartha Lakes’ beautiful
scenery.
After the flight, the kids received a
First Time Flight Certificate, a photo
with the pilot and aircraft. The kids were
also treated to a hot dog, pop, and chips
courtesy of the Airport View Restaurant.
A dedicated team of 35 volunteers
coordinated each element of the event,
ensuring a safe operating environment for the kids, ground crew, and the
pilots.
Bob Burns, president of the Kawartha Lakes Flying Club, Flavelle Barrett,
past president and Team Leader for the
COPA For Kids event, Chris Woodhead
and Bill Fry who managed ramp operations, Tom Schreiber, radio communications, and 89-year old flying club member and volunteer Karl Schaper were
key personnel in the effort.
Photos clockwise from top: Hundreds
showed up for a beautiful day at Kawartha
Lakes’ COPA for Kids day; Plane handlers
move Lou Poirier’s Cessna 182 Floatplane
into the passenger loading area;
A beautiful day for flying.

Your

Airplane can help
save lives.

Do you have a plane you no longer use?
Save thousands on hangar fees, insurance
premiums, and maintenance.
Donate your unwanted airplane to MAF, and receive
a tax credit for the fair market value of your plane,
all while knowing that your plane could be making a
difference in the lives of others living in isolated and
impoverished communities around the world.

Interested in donating
your plane?
Contact Alex Henderson
toll-free at 1.877.351.9344,
or ahenderson@mafc.org.

Today, Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF), a Christian, humanitarian relief and development
organization, operates and maintains a global fleet of over 130 aircraft in and out of more
than 1,600 remote and unimproved airstrips in some of the poorest countries on earth.
Learn
More:

Online:
www.mafc.org

COPA spring 2016 Space Ad .indd 1

By Phone:
1.877.351.9344

By Mail or In Person:
264 Woodlawn Rd. W., Guelph, ON N1H 1B6
5/12/2016 3:23:08 PM
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Almaguin Air Rally Success
Eleven Aircraft Take Part in Annual Event
by Carol Cooke

This year to add to the fun, a poker
run was included in the rally. Individuals drew cards at Almaguin Highlands,
Muskoka, Collingwood and Midland
and again when back at Almaguin Highlands, with the best poker hand winning
a cash prize.
Two more aircraft from Kirkland Lake
joined the group at Muskoka, where coffee, cookies and fruit were provided cour-
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tesy of the Muskoka airport. Samantha
Hastings, commissioner of planning and
economic development for the Muskoka
District was on hand to greet the visiting
pilots, with gifts of Muskoka pins.
Next stop was Collingwood for lunch
and then on to Midland for a very interesting and informative tour of the Zenair
factory, hosted by Michael Heintz. During
a visit to the local EAA chapter project
Zenair showed the group how to get local
youth and older enthusiasts interested in
building an aircraft.
During the stop at Midland, due to the
lateness of the day, it was decided the aircraft from the south and near north would
be departing to their home airports so the
fifth poker card was drawn and skill testing questions were turned in to be judged.
Overall winners of the rally questions
and timed leg were Marc and Cher Charron who earned a $25 CTC gift card, as
well as the coveted Almaguin Highlands

Marc Charron accepted the trophy for best
hand from Rob Whiteford at the recent
Almaguin Highlands Air Rally.

trophy. Second place went to John and
Anne Donkers for a $10 Tim Horton’s
gift card. Winner of the poker hand with
three kings was John Donkers, who won
$60 cash, with second place going to Anne
Donkers with two pairs and she won a
bottle of wine.
Five aircraft continued back to CPE6 to
compete for the bottle of wine that was
awarded to the pilot landing closest to a
line designated and judged by Bill Brown.
All landings were within 60 feet of the
marked landing line, but two, the Cookes’
C-182 and Whitefords’ Zenith landed
right on the mark so a card was drawn by
each of the pilots to determine the wine
winners, Ron and Carol Cooke.
Rob Whiteford and Dan Onea organized this year’s rally.

Photo by Al Rivet

Sept 24 was a beautiful day
for flying and that was a good
thing, as it was the date of the
4th annual Almaguin Highlands Air Rally. Some early
morning fog was replaced with
blue skies over Central Ontario, and nine aircraft from Muskoka, Alliston, Elora, Rostock,
North Bay, Sudbury, and South
River congregated at CPE6 for
morning coffee, muffins, cookies and briefing.

3,500 Youth Flown in 22 Years
Flight 23 North Bay Marks a Memorable Milestone

Flight 23 pilots include Gerry Thomas,
Armand Despre, Fred Culin, Jim and
M.J. Chappell, Ron Cooke, Mark Wilkins,
Ron Miller. Carol Cooke has organized
most of the events since 1994.

Photo by Margot Despres

North Bay Flight 23 reached a
significant milestone at its most
recent COPA For Kids event.
Since the group started flying
kids as Young Eagles in 1994,
3,500 kids have gone for orientation flights.
In those 22 years, 2001 kids have flown
on wheels, 1377 in floatplanes, and 122
have had their first flight in a ski plane.
For the most part the kids were flown
“one on one” as the pilots decided it was
a more meaningful experience to have
youngster fly co-pilot and actually fly the
airplane.
Most events have been in North Bay,
Mattawa and South River, kids have also
been flown at Lake Kipewa, Lake Temagami, Lake Nosbonsing, Powassan Hydro
Pond, Caribou Lake and Earlton Airport.
Flight members have flown Girl Guides,
Pathfinders, Cub Scouts, NADY youngsters, Children of Chernobyl, and numer-

ous Grade 6 classes over the years. One
class has been getting first flights for 15
years.
Community events pilots have taken
part in include East Ferris Summerfest,
South River Sundridge Sunflower Festival, Mattawa Voyageur Days. Bob Brown
flew the 500th Young Eagle at Mattawa
Voyageur Days in l997. In the early
years, the group flew kids eight out of 12
months.
These days it’s not unusual for parents to tell volunteers they had their first
flight with Flight 23. Numerous youngsters have gone on to obtain their private
pilot licences and some have gone on to
careers flying air ambulance and bushplanes.
A total of 90 pilots have contributed to
this milestone with nine flying more than
100 youngsters: Bob Brown (deceased
2006) 184; Ron Cooke 523; Fred Culin 238;
Armand Despres 201; Ron Miller 184;

Gerry Thomas 193; Mark Wilkins 247; Jim
and M.J. Chappel 161.
None of this would have been possible
without the ground crew. For every pilot
at least two ground crew are present to
take kids to and from the aircraft, marshal the aircraft, dock the floatplanes, and
take and process photos (every youngster
gets a photo of themselves with the pilot
and the airplane). Early on we used Polaroid cameras, which Rotary purchased
and provided film for quite a few years.
Then Despres Pacey Insurance purchased
a printer for the flight, and more recently
the flight purchased a couple of digital
cameras and new printer.
The full list of pilots and number of
kids they flew each year can be found on
spreadsheet on Flight 23 website. Some
pilots have flown more than we have
acknowledged, but these numbers represent official numbers submitted to Young
Eagles and COPA for Kids programs.
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Plenty To Do For Flight 70
Fall Flying Events Fill Every Weekend
Story and Photos by Gord Mahaffy
Nate Redman brought his Sinus
Motorglider to the Barnyard
Fly-In.

After taking July and August
off from formal activities many
COPA Flight 70 members returned to what promised to be
a hectic fall season.
The number of fall activities was almost overwhelming. On the Labour Day
weekend the CNE airshow was a spectacle of old and new that dazzled everyone.
Although the Billy Bishop Toronto Island
Airport has much less general aviation
traffic these days, COPA national director,
Cheryl Marek, proved that GA aircraft
can still operate from there by flying her
Cardinal in to watch the Monday airshow.
The Buttonville Flying Club once again
played host to the Ewing Sarcoma Air
Rally with a terminus at Oshawa. This
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well organized fund raiser includes both
a car rally and an air rally to raise funds
for cancer research into Ewing’s Sarcoma,
a rare but deadly form of cancer that attacks young people.
And this year COPA Flight 70 is planning early for their Christmas party. In
past years this has proven to be difficult to
manage financially, but with early planning and a corporate sponsor it is hoped
that this year there will be a much larger
turn out.
However, for many people, the real
kick-off event is the Hawks Field Fly-in
(also known as the RAA Barnyard Flyin). Last year was the 20th anniversary of
this event but as luck would have it, rain
and bad weather washed it out, which

was the only time in twenty years that
this happened.
The fly-in is organized and staffed by
volunteers from the Oshawa RAA chapter
but several COPA 70 members show up
to help out too. Actually, many COPA-70
members are also RAA members. This is
all made possible by Hannu Halminen,
owner of a pristine private airport with
a 3000-foot grass runway. Once a year
on the first Sunday after Labour Day he
opens the airport to the RAA for its traditional Fall fly-in.
This year the weather couldn’t have
been better. The food vending tent actually
ran out of hamburgers in the late morning,
but the free corn on the cob served at noon
somewhat made up for this. The RAA pro-
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Ross and Blanche Ferguson with their custombuilt car.

vided a rib building tent to acquaint the
younger generation on what it takes to
build an airplane, but the real attraction
is the airplanes. Virtually every category
of airplane was represented. Perhaps the
most unusual airplane on the field was
Nate Redman’s Sinus motor glider built
by Pipistrel.
And it was deeply gratifying to see
Ross Ferguson and his wife Blanche in attendance. Although Ross did not have his
rebuilt Spitfire on display, he did have his
homebuilt car on display. This looks like
a cross between a Corvette and a Jaguar
but it was designed and built from the
ground up. And Ross promised that soon,
very soon, the Spitfire will be back on the
flight line.
Another major kick-off event was the
Battle of Britain memorial service held
Sept. 18. With swirling flags, marching
cadets and many dignitaries in attendance it was a highly emotional ceremony and was well attended by the public. A
Lancaster bomber was even spotted flying over head earlier in the day.
Former COPA director, Brigadier General Paul Hayes (Ret.) provided some
interesting insights into the conflict. He
pointed out that the Spitfires only gained
superiority over the Messerschmitt aircraft when they switched to high test
gasoline. COPA national director, Cheryl
Marek, led the singing of the hymns.
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Sunshine Coast COPA Flight Formed
Flight 197 Got Charter During Sechelt Airport Day
By Tim Cole, B.C. and Yukon Director
1

Sunshine Coast,
COPA FLIGHT 197
Members of the the Elphinstone Aero
Club and RAA Chapter 580, based at the
Sechelt Airport, have banded together to form the Sunshine Coast, COPA
Flight 197.
This is Canada’s latest COPA Flight,
and it is the twenty-second active COPA
Flight in BC. When forming the Flight,
the organizers made it very clear that
they didn’t want to be identified as only a
Sechelt organization, but wanted to be inclusive and recruit new members from all
of the local communities, including Gibsons, Pender Harbour, Texada Island, the
Powell River area, and the Howe Sound
area, including Squamish.
COPA Director Joe Hessberger and myself flew to Sechelt Sept. 24 to participate
in a Sechelt Airport Day that was sponsored by the local air cadets parents’ committee. Following those events Joe gave
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an excellent COPA update presentation
and formally presented the members
of the Sunshine Coast, COPA Flight 197
with their charter. If you live on the Sunshine Coast or any of the communities
mentioned above, I strongly recommend
that you join this new COPA Flight. The
friendliness and hospitality of this group
is outstanding!

Boundary Bay CZBB
Once again the folks at the Boundary Bay
Airport are demonstrating their leadership
in BC’s aviation community. The Boundary Bay Airport is owned by the Corporation of Delta and operated under lease by
Alpha Aviation Inc. Three events that took
place in September that demonstrate their
ongoing support are as follows.
On Sept. 10 COPA Flight 5/The Boundary Bay Flying Club once again carried
out their autumn COPA for Kids events
from CZBB. Thanks go out to Alpha Avia-

tion who supplied their terminal facilities,
their board room, their apron, their staff
and even supplied 20 litres of fuel to each
participating aircraft.
Their friendly and continued support
have assisted the COPA Flight 5 volunteers in providing first flights for so many
children. This event takes place twice
a year at the Boundary Bay airport and
COPA Flight 5 have been consistently the
leaders in flying more children than any
other COPA Flight in Canada. Also a big
thank you is extended to the Nav Canada
controllers that fit the COPA aircraft into
their busy traffic pattern that accommodates so many training and transient aircraft. Thanks CZBB!
On the following weekend, Sept. 18,
they once again opened up their facilities
to host three events.
The Boundary Bay Cenotaph, commemorates the 75th anniversary of the
founding of the Boundary Bay airport and

1. Hundreds of Air Cadets paraded before
the Hon. Judith Guichon, OBC, Lieutenant
Governor of British Columbia and other dignitaries on September 18th. The march past at
the Boundary Bay Airport was in remembrance
of the 76th anniversary of the Battle of Britain.
2. The B.C. Coast 99s held their AGM at Pitt
Meadows at the Aero Club of BC/COPA Flight
16’s clubhouse on September 24th. Some of
the their members are seen here with Marcia
Strang (red coat) and her recently purchased
Bellanca Cruisair.

2

3. Air Cadets line up to purchase raffle tickets
to win an RC model at one of the many booths
at Sechelt Airport’s Aviation Day, held for
Cadets on September 24th.
4. COPA Director Joe Hessberger (left) speaks
with one of the many students at Simon
Fraser University’s Vancouver Campus during
the Waypoint Leadership evening. The Sept.
28 event gave Lower Mainland students the
chance to meet with B.C. aviation leaders.

4

5. B.C. & YT Director Joe Hessberger,
left, issues the Sunshine Coast/COPA Flight
197’s Charter to, from left, Flight Captain Greg
Caple, Co-Captain Robert Carey & Navigator
Steve Drinkwater at the Sechelt Airport.

Guichon, OBC, and other dignitaries. This
parade and march past commemorated the
76th anniversary of the Battle of Britain.
Flypasts were conducted by the Canadian
Museum of Flight’s Harvard, The Fraser
Blue’s Navions and a DND Buffalo.

3
is dedicated to the memory of the twentynine airmen who lost their lives at CZBB
while participating as part of the British
Commonwealth Air Training Plan and
the operational squadrons based there
between the years of 1941 and 1945. The
cenotaph was rededicated at a new site
in front of the terminal building. It was
a moving ceremony that was attended by
military personnel, veterans, air cadets,
provincial and municipal dignitaries, invited guests, and the public. The unveiling of the cenotaph was by Mayor Lois
Jackson of the Corporation of Delta and
the ceremonies were accompanied by
martial music provided by an Air Cadet

5
Band and the Delta Police Pipe Band.
This very moving ceremony was followed by the official opening of the Air
Cadet Commemorative Pathway that
also fronts the CZBB terminal. This very
attractive pathway commemorates the
75th year of the founding of the air cadet
movement. Come out to the airport and
take a stroll through history by following
the interpretative plaques that are situated along the pathway.
Following these two ceremonies and a
luncheon in the terminal, the guests proceeded airside to witness several hundred
air cadets parade before British Columbia’s Lieutenant Governor the Hon. Judith

Delta Airpark Meet
the President
Please come out and meet COPA’s President, Bernard Gervais, at the Delta Air Park
(CAK3) at 19:30 on Thursday, Nov. 17 at the
RAA’s Roundhouse. COPA Flight 5/The
Boundary Bay Flying Club is hosting this
evening that is open to all COPA Flights,
COPA Members, and all other interested
individuals that would like to take this opportunity to get an update on what is happening in GA in Canada. It is also a great
opportunity to personally meet Bernard.
Folks please send me your BC and Yukon news and I’ll make sure its published.
Send your information and requests to:
tcole@copanational.org or 604 299 0806 or
cell 604 833 0226.
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Ramblings of a Rec Pilot

Lest We Forget

Wartime Album Stirs Emotion
By Eleanor eastick
On a Normandy Beach
after D-Day

2044 Canadians interred at
Bény-sur-Mer in July 1944
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Remembrance Day is a time set
aside specifically to remember
the supreme sacrifices made
by our armed forces. Both
world wars of the last century
cost Canada dearly in terms of
young lives lost.
First World War vets are all gone
now and the particular brutality of that
first “modern” war is no longer a living
memory. It survives in film footage and
photographs so that we may never forget
the brutal horror of trench warfare or the
nearly 61,000 Canadian fallen — soldiers,
sailors and, for the first time, airmen.
A third of all Canadian pilots died in
their aircraft but as the new-fangled aeroplane went from reconnaissance and photography to bomber and fighter use, dozens of young flyers, scarcely out of their
teens became aces: Billy Bishop, Wop May,
Raymond Collishaw, Donald MacLaren,
William Barker, Roy Brown. Three aviators, Barker, Bishop and 19-year-old Alan
McLeod were awarded the Victoria Cross.
The Canadian casualties of the Second
World War were fewer, less than 45,000,
but still far too many lives were lost from
a quiet country with a then-population of
only 11 million.
It was said that Canada’s great superiority in the air was one of the factors
which ultimately kept the numbers down
by bringing the war to a quicker end. That
era of heroics and heroism is receding into
history as the ranks of veterans thin out.
Now most of our World War Two vets are
gone and even the babies born during the
war are in their seventies.
The living memory is coming to an end.
Thirty-eight thousand war brides were
brought to Canada, most from the United Kingdom and nearly all of them have
since joined their brave military men in
those Elysian Fields.
My dad, Flt. Lt. J.W. Cantelon went
overseas to fight in the RCAF in 1940 when
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he was 20. By 1944 he was armaments officer of the newly-formed 143 Wing, part
of the second Tactical Air Force. They
went into Normandy soon after D-Day to
establish air support with their powerful
and deadly Typhoons. Air Chief Marshal
Sir Harry Broadhurst remarked “I suppose that flying one of these aircraft was
the most dangerous task the Air Force has
ever asked anybody to do”.
The Tiffie was beefed up into a hardhitting low-level fighter, armed to the
teeth, with an impressive 24 cylinder Sabre engine which produced a very highpitched note that pilots found fatiguing.
To make matters worse, the Typhoon
resembled a Focke-Wulf 190 from some
angles and a number were shot down by
Allied anti-aircraft units and other fighters. To save them from friendly fire, the
Tiffies were marked with an all-white
nose and later on with black and white
stripes under the wings. These same
markings were afterwards applied to all
Allied aircraft on D-Day.
Dad, like so many vets, said very little
about the wartime RCAF and I have only
his photo album to hint at his experiences.
He was awarded the MBE for many reasons, including his personal supervision
which enabled the Typhoons of his wing
to carry thousand pound bombs. He was
beguiled by the Tiffies and impressed
with the Gloster Meteor, Britain’s first

Above: A 143 Wing Typhoon with 24 cylinder,
2400 horsepower Sabre engine.

production jet aircraft and the only Allied
jet to become operational during the war
in July 1944.
The Allies pursued the retreating Germans across Europe, taking their abandoned airfields filled with damaged or
destroyed aircraft. The captured airfields
were put to use replacing the unprepared
grass or dirt strips that had been in service as the forces advanced.
In my father’s album is a sad photo of
the new Canadian cemetery at Bény-surMer. It was created as a permanent resting
place for Canadian soldiers who had been
temporarily interred in smaller plots close
to where they fell. Two thousand and forty-four Canadians were reburied at Bénysur-Mer. Fifteen were airmen killed during
the Battle of Normandy. Many fell in the
initial assault on Juno Beach. The picture
was taken in July, 1944 when many young
soldiers had recently died in the Battle for
Caen. There are also three British and one
French grave in the cemetery.
The grounds are now neat and beautifully kept in a serene landscape, granted
by France in perpetuity to Canada.
Let us reflect on the tragic sacrifices as
time moves forward and take at least one
day of the year to remember and honour
our heroes.

women of aviation
H e l p i n g W o me n Take F l i g ht

Every March we publish a supplement
highlighting aviation career opportunities for women.
We print extra copies to hand out to participants
in Women of Aviation events across Canada.
To be part of this great publication,
contact Katherine Kjaer at 250.592.5331
or katherine@canadianaviator.com
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Villeneuve Pilots Fly 300 Kids
Controllers Keep Event Safe and Smooth
By Eldon Gjesdal

Josiah and Joel Van Douesburg plus Liam
Travnik receive their log books and certificates
from their pilot Nicholas Sneider in front of
Mike Bellamy’s pristine Shinn/Varga aircraft.

The day started with a pilots briefing by
Bob Whitley, who liaised with Nav Canada’s
Todd Trischuk and Randy Hughes. Slower
aircraft were assigned 4,500 feet and faster
aircraft were to fly at 5,000 feet. Color ForeFlight maps were given to each pilot based
on the speed they were flying. Each flight
was scheduled to last 18 to 21 minutes.
Youth and parents started lining up
early to register to get their pilot and air-
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craft assignments. A 30-minute ground
school covering regulations, safety
around aircraft and how an aircraft flies
followed. After the ground school was
completed the pilots escorted the kids
to their aircraft for the flight. Once completed each passenger received some gifts
and a signed log book as a memento of
their first flight.
Paul Sissons and his crew of aircraft
marshaller’s kept all aircraft safely staged
and stowed all day long.
Nav Canada controllers working the
Villeneuve tower that day were outstanding with their support and patience in
handling the 24 aircraft and one helicopter for the entire day. Edmonton terminal
controllers were equally up to the task of
keeping all the aircraft properly spaced.

Youth and parents
started lining up early
to get their aircraft
assignments
COPA Flight 176 crew and pilots were
grateful for the professionalism and for
helping keep all the pilots and aircraft
safe for the entire day. The weather cooperated except for about an hour when it
started raining and flights were suspended for a short period of time. The winds
were calm as well so the CZVL controllers were able to maintain the clockwise
rotations and used both runways very
effectively.

photo: Bruce Sinclair

More than 300 kids tasted flight
for the first time at Villeneuve
airport (CZVL) in late August,
handily beating the previous record of 248. This one-day event
brought together 23 aircraft and
24 pilots from all over Alberta
and one helicopter from Red
Deer.

Rem’s Report

Homebuilts Pioneered Aviation
Canada’s Earliest Aircraft Were Owner-Built
By Rem Walker
Jill Oakes flies a Pietenpol, which was among
the first designs to form the beginnings of GA
on the prairies.
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From the dawn of civilization
man has looked at birds flying
overhead and longed to do the
same thing. There were many
futile attempts, often fatal, but
to no avail. For example, in the
1890’s Lilienthal experimented
with hang gliders flown from a
hilltop to the valley below. Balloons, filled with hot air, graced
the skies for a few adventures.
Zeppelins crossed the oceans
but flying, as we know it today,
did not take place.
Things changed with the successful
flight of the Wright Flyer in December
1903. This sparked an interest that has
been astounding. Prior to World War I
the military on both sides tried to get
flying machines that would give them
an edge in battle. Also during this time
a few builders tried their hand at getting airborne in creations of their own
design, or those that closely resembled
other aircraft of the day. For example,
Frank H. Ellis taught himself to fly in
July 1914 at Calgary in his homebuilt
Curtiss-type pusher, the West Wind. At

that time the registration of aircraft was
not required in Canada but this changed
on June 23, 1919 when the Canadian Air
Board was formed requiring registration in the “G” series.
After WWI and prior to WWII aircraft
were being built in home workshops and
garages by individuals who wanted to
fly. The economy of the time required that
this be done with a minimum amount of
money resulting in many creative ideas
to get into the air, particularly where
the power plant was concerned. Popular magazines of the day printed articles
dealing with this subject encouraging
people to use the information to try their
hand at flying. And they did!
One of the officially registered homebuilt aircraft of that era was in 1927 when
F.E. Johnson of Kindersley, Saskatchewan,
made application to register his Swanson
Lincoln Sport G-CAHX powered with a
Model T engine. In 1929 the government
went to the present “C” series. Everett C.
Dau of Three Hills, Alberta registered his
Linstedt. Parasol CF-AEL in May of 1929.
From then until the outbreak of WWII a
steady stream of homebuilt aircraft were

registered and flown with close to 100 on
the register. Just how many did not register their aircraft is not known. Aircraft
that appeared on the register included
the Corben Junior Ace, Pietenpol, Linstedt Parasol, Lincoln Sport, Alco Sport
Monoplane, Elton Special, Gibson-Milne
Special, etc. Some of the engines used to
power the aircraft included the HeathHenderson, Cirrus Mark III, Genet Minor, Szekely, Model A & T, ABS Scorpion,
Salmon AD-9, etc.
Private flying was not allowed during
WWII. The Defence Air Regulations did
not allow airspace or fuel for this activity
unless strategically required. Following
WWII a few of the aircraft that had been
taken apart and stored for the duration
were reassembled but the Department
of Transport acted to discourage this by
requiring all aircraft to have a certificate
of airworthiness. For homebuilts, this was
impossible, effectively curtailing homebuilt aircraft during the period from the
beginning of WWII until 1958 when the
present regulations were introduced.
Next month the history of how the
present air regulations for Amateur-Built
Aircraft came into effect will be in this
column. Here’s something to ponder: the
first powered aircraft to fly in Canada
flew at Baddeck, Nova Scotia in 1909. It
was, in effect, as were most of the aircraft
of the day, a homebuilt. At that time the
government did not register aircraft and
did not require the pilot to have a license.
For information on the regulations, inspections, paperwork and hints to build
your own Amateur-Built Aircraft, go to
the website: www.canada.eaachapter.org.
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From the Shop Floor Amateur Built with JC Audet

Pushing ICAO to Reform Medicals “Premature”
New U.S. Rules Not Even Implemented Yet

When a country wants its aerospace
products recognized and accepted globally, being part of ICAO and implementing ICAO standards and guidelines become critical. In this context, aerospace
products include numerous elements
such as aircraft, airlines and their services, personnel licenses to name a few. For
example, in order to fly to another ICAO
country, an airline must demonstrate that
it satisfies all the requirements of the national aviation authority of its country
which must be a member of ICAO. And
this includes of course the crew licenses.
On the other hand, some countries may
have a small airline that operates exclusively internally and this airline could do
so without respecting ICAO guidelines
as well as they should. Or a country may
have different licensing requirements at
some lesser levels.
Any one of us who wishes to exercise
the privileges of a Transport Canada issued pilot license (private — PPL, commercial — CPL, or airline — ATPL) internationally can do so because our licences
are issued on the basis of ICAO Standards
and Recommended Practices of Annex 1 —
Personnel Licensing. Basically, a Canadian
pilot who wishes to fly to the United States
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must carry a valid pilot license issued by
TC Civil Aviation (TCCA). The applicable
medical category, when it is in force, confirms the validity of this pilot license.
As we know, the U.S. has recently relaxed the requirements for their yet-tobe-named’ revised class 3 medical, reducing the licensing burden on their private
pilots. Along with all the benefits of that
change, there is also the aspect that their
revised Class 3 medical does not satisfy
ICAO requirements and never will until
190 member countries approve it.
Consequently, these pilots will not be
able to fly outside of their country with
their new class 3 medical. Somehow, I
personally do not feel that many of these
pilots will be very upset about this limitation. It is probably a small price to pay by
a very limited number of individuals.
The same idea applies to our Canadian
friends who would like to benefit from a
similar concept. Canada is fully entitled
to regulate its internal aerospace environment as it sees fit, as it already has
with its Category 4 medical, maintaining safety in the process. If the day ever
comes when both the U.S. and Canada
have a version of a simplified medical

category and should they both agree
that pilots carrying that medical certificate can fly in each other’s airspace, that
is not an ICAO issue. They just need to
have a reciprocal understanding.
At its meeting in Chicago earlier this year,
the International Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Association passed a resolution to work
with the ICAO to have the new U.S. standard accepted. I personally feel this may be
a horse-before-the-carriage issue, wanting
ICAO to accept the revised U.S. Category
3 medical so quickly when the U.S. has no
intention to propose an ICAO amendment,
when the FAA has not yet decided how to
implement and regulate this new rule.
In this context, I feel COPA CEO Bernard Gervais’s choice to abstain at the
Chicago meeting was the proper path
at this time. I agree with Gervais’s comments (COPA Flight Sep 2016) because the
new rule is not yet in effect so it is wise
to take a moment to fully understand it
and how it will be implemented, and this
is not an ICAO concern at this moment
in time. It is an internal decision of the
American Congress, applicable in the US,
and any other country can follow suit independently for internal use only.
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More than 190 countries are
members of ICAO and are generally very supportive of the
safety and operational standards agreed to by the organization. ICAO is not a regulatory
body. All member countries
abide to various degrees with
the guidelines issued by ICAO
as these are discussed at length
and agreed to in meetings where
member countries participate in
the debate and its resolution.

En direct de l’atelier Aéronefs de construction amateur avec JC Audet

Demander à l’OACI de revoir les
médicaux est “prématuré”
Nouvelles règles américaines a même
pas encore mis en oeuvre

Plus de 190 pays sont membres
de l’OACI et supportent généralement les normes opérationnelles et de sécurité acceptées par l’organisation. Mais
l’OACI n’est pas un organisme
régulatoire. Tous ces pays membres de l’OACI respectent à différents degrés les normes émises
par l’OACI puisque celles-ci ont
été revues et discutées en détail
lors de nombreuses rencontres
impliquant les pays membres.
Lorsqu’un pays veut que ses
produits aéronautiques soient
reconnus et acceptés globalement, il devient très important
que ce pays soit membre de
l’OACI et respecte les normes de
cette organisation. Dans ce contexte, les produits aéronautiques
incluent les avions et leurs composantes, les lignes aériennes
et leurs services, les licences du
personnel, par exemple.
Afin de pouvoir voler dans un autre
pays membre de l’OACI, une ligne aérienne doit satisfaire aux exigences des
autorités aéronautiques de son pays, lequel doit être membre de l’OACI. Ceci
inclus évidemment les licences du personnel. D’un autre côté, certains pays
pourraient tout aussi bien avoir une
petite ligne aérienne opérant exclusivement à l’interne et cette ligne pourrait
opérer sans respecter les normes OACI
autant qu’elle ne le devrait. Ou un pays
pourrait se permettre des requis de licences moins rigides que ne le demande
l’OACI.

Quiconque d’entre nous désire exercer internationalement les privilèges
d’un brevet de pilote (privé, commercial, ligne aérienne) émis par Transport
Canada peut le faire puisque nos brevets sont émis sur la base des normes
et pratiques recommandées par l’OACI,
Annexe 1 – Licences du personnel.
Ainsi un pilote canadien désirant voler
aux États-Unis doit avoir en sa possession un brevet de pilote valide émis
par Transport Canada Aviation Civile
(TCCA). Un certificat médical en vigueur confirme fait foi de la validité de
ce brevet.
Les États-Unis viennent tout juste de
réduire les requis associés à leur certificat médical classe 3, diminuant ainsi
les exigences sur leurs pilotes privés.
On n’a pas encore assigné un nom officiel à ce nouveau certificat. En parallèle avec les bénéfices attenant à cette
nouvelle classe médicale, il y a aussi
l’aspect que celle-ci ne satisfait pas les
requis de l’OACI tant qu’elle ne sera
pas acceptée par les 190 pays membres. Conséquemment, ces pilotes ne
pourront pas utiliser les privilèges
de leur brevet de pilote légalement à
l’extérieur des États-Unis. Personnellement, je ne pense pas que de nombreux
pilotes américains se sentiront lésés par
cette situation. La plupart d’entre eux
considèrent probablement qu’il s’agit
là d’un moindre mal. La même chose
est valide pour nos amis canadiens
qui aimeraient bénéficier d’avantages
similaires. Le Canada peut tout aussi
légitimement gérer son espace aérien à
sa guise, ayant déjà en place une caté-

gorie médicale 4, tout en respectant les
normes de sécurité de base. Si jamais les
É-U et le Canada mettent en place une
catégorie médicale vraiment réduite et
que les deux pays s’entendent pour que
leurs pilotes respectifs soient autorisés
à voler dans l’espace aérien voisin, une
telle situation demeure tout-à-fait dans
les prérogatives de ces deux pays et
l’OACI n’est nullement concernée dans
cette situation. Il s’agit d’une décision
prise d’un commun accord.
J’ai le sentiment qu’il s’agit un peu de
placer la charrue devant les bœufs que
de vouloir demander à l’OACI de reconnaître cette nouvelle classe 3 américaine
alors que celle-ci vient à peine d’être
promulguée, que les É-U n’ont pas
l’intention d’en demander la reconnaissance par l’OACI du moins à date et que
la FAA n’a pas encore prise de décision
quant au déploiement et au contrôle de
cette nouvelle classe 3. Dans une telle
situation, je pense sincèrement que la
décision de notre président de s’abstenir
sur le vote cet été à la rencontre de Chicago était le bon choix. Je supporte Bernard dans cette décision (COPA Flight
Septembre 2016) pour deux raisons
(personnelles) : la nouvelle classe 3 n’est
pas encore en vigueur et il est donc raisonnable de prendre un moment afin de
mieux comprendre et évaluer les conséquences de cette nouvelle approche, et
ceci ne concerne pas l’OACI à ce stadeci. Il s’agit d’une décision du Congrès
Américain, valide aux É-U seulement,
et tout pays qui le souhaite possède la
pleine liberté de faire individuellement,
à des fins internes seulement.
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Snowbirds Fly Over the Rock
Flight 97 Organizes Successful Show
By Bill Burton

It had been seven years since the
Snowbirds visited Newfoundland and Labrador and Minette
LeDrew, the navigator of COPA
Flight 97 in Avalon seized on
the opportunity. The goal of our
flight is to provide at least one
aviation event per month, and
we were already pushing the
limits of that with two events in
some months. However, upon
inspecting her thick procedure
manual provided by the Snow
Birds, LeDrew convinced us
that while challenging, it was
very doable.
The Snowbirds were interested in putting on a show on the Avalon Peninsula.
The key was to find an accepting official
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organizer with the correct geography to
allow excellent viewing. Conception Bay
South (CBS) provided an unobstructed
vista with lots of viewing options for the
public. It was removed from most CYYT
approaches and it overlooked all the little
villages that surround Conception Bay.
CBS proved to be very eager to take on
the challenge, with COPA Flight 97 in a
support role.
While a host was key, the show itself
depended very much on the weather
and the forecast for the Aug. 23 air show
did not look great. All evening the night
before, during the COPA and Friends
dinner organized to welcome the team,
I watched Snowbird Commander Maj.
Yannick Gregoire check the weather on
his phone and talk with LeDrew about

the odds of the show proceeding. Fog
and rain was forecast for the next day.
LeDrew’s response, like any Newfoundlander’s, was “wait two minutes and the
weather will change.”
The next morning, I awoke to torrential rain and dense fog. At mid-day on
my drive to pick up Newfoundland and
Labrador’s COPA Director, Ray Hawco,
the weather worsened. With wipers on
maximum I left Hawco’s driveway with
both of us agreeing that the show had
little chance of going ahead. But in the 30
minutes that it took us to get to CBS, the
sky brightened.
As we arrived at the event and put
on our reflective vests (to help with traffic and security) the sun was starting to
break through the cloud cover. By the

photo: Glenn Bradley

Snowbirds performed for
40,000 over Conception
Bay South in Newfoundland
and Labrador.

photos: bill burton (1X); Johnathan Warren (2X)

time Cougar Helicopters had finished
search and rescue demonstration, every
kid, young and old, approximately 20,000
of them, had big smiles on their faces. The
sky was blue! We all hoped that the high
altitude show would proceed.
Then at 5:15 p.m. I overheard radio
chatter, the show had been moved back
15 minutes to help with weather conditions and the High Show was a go. At 5:30

the Snowbird Announcers made the call
to an applauding crowd and at 5:45 approximately 40,000 people from all over
the CBS area, including walking trails,
decks, roadways and the main viewing
area got to see the amazing aerial show of
Canadian flying expertise.
The next day, while seeing the aerobatic team off from the Cougar Helicopter
Hangar, located at St. John’s international,

all Snowbirds were in agreement that the
next show had to be a lot sooner. They all
enjoyed the Newfoundland hospitality
and could not wait to do it again.
I looked at LeDrew and said: “How in
the heck are we going to top this?” However, I forgot who I was talking to. Apparently COPA Flights 97 and 195 are going
wander their way to Oshkosh 2017 next
year!

Portfolio and
Estate planning
for investors

Andrew Blanchard
905.469.2400
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Class
Luke Penner an Aerobatics
Champion
Story By Russ Niles
Photos by Jacob Oldenkamp

As the CFI of one of Canada’s busiest flight
schools, Luke Penner flies a lot, flies a lot of different aircraft in a lot of different circumstances
but he doesn’t think that’s enough.
So when he’s not overseeing a first-time student’s nervous
attempts at straight and level, or doing an IFR ride with a seasoned pilot at Harv’s Air, he’s planning his weekend training
in a Pitts S2B.
“I don’t think that (the day job) is enough to stay balanced,”
he said. “You’re not being stretched to your potential.”
So, Penner unleashes his inner pilot by throwing the Pitts
through the air like a dog’s chew toy and now he’s tumbled and
tail slid his way to one of the most prestigious prizes in aviation.
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His first time out, Penner earned the top score in the sportsman’s class at the U.S. National Aerobatics Championships in
Texas in late September.
It was only his second competition. He also won the Midwest Aerobatics Championships in Nebraska last spring but
the Texas competition pits the best pilots of the regional contests so Penner’s goal was ambitious.
“My goal was the top five but when I looked at the scores
after the first flight I was in first,” he said. He maintained
his lead over the field of 16 pilots in the next two flights and
earned the top score for the national competition.
He did not get to take home the trophy, however. Competition rules specify that only U.S. citizens can actually win the

top of the

class
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top prize but everyone there knew who
the top pilot was. That he’d literally come
out of nowhere as an unknown was not
lost on the generally tight-knit competition community.
“It went even better than I thought
it would,” he said. “It was an awesome
feeling.”
Penner said he went about becoming one of the best aerobatic pilots in the
world in a methodical way.
He was drawn to aerobatics early in his
career and is a Class 1 aerobatics instructor for Harv’s. He started thinking about
competition as a way to not only become
a better pilot but to enhance his credibility
as an instructor.
Largely self taught, he figured there
was a lot he could learn from other aerobatics pilots and he actually turned to an
old student of his for help.
Red Bull Air Race pilot Pete McLeod
took his early flight training at Harv’s and
in 2015 the student became the teacher
as he took Penner under his wing at his
home in Red Lake, Ontario.
While Penner was an eminently qualified and precise aerobatics pilot, he lacked
that aggressive confidence in his routine
that judges notice and award points for.
McLeod is known as one of the most aggressive pilots on the Red Bull circuit and
he showed Penner how to channel a maximum power performance into a championship flight.
“So much of the way I was flying at the
competition I owe to the time I spent in Red
Lake,” he said. “I’m really grateful to Pete.”
To finesse his flying, Penner turned
to one of the top aerobatics pilots in the
world. Patty Wagstaff has more honours
and titles than most of her contemporaries
combined and Penner went to her St. Augustine school to learn from the best.
Wagstaff taught him what the judges
look for in a routine and how to show his
flying in the best possible light for them.
She mentored him the whole time he was
in Texas via email and text message and
the results speak for themselves.
Although he was virtually unknown
to the other competitors in Texas, Penner
said he was immediately welcomed. He
said the competition aerobatics world is a
small one and pilots freely help one another get better and be safer.

“It’s a very inclusive and open world,”
he said. Aviation legends mix freely with
the other pilots and everyone is interested
in advancing the sport.
There are 10 different classes in the
competition, five of them with engine
power and the others for gliders.
The sportsman class is one up from the
primary category and three below the unlimited class, where almost everyone has
air show experience (it was won this year
by air show star Rob Holland) and flies
expensive custom aircraft.
The classes differ mainly in terms of
difficulty.
Every pilot in the competition flies
three times but the demands on them
vary greatly from the primary to unlimited classes. Depending on the category,
the pilots have to fly a mix of known, freestyle and unknown routines.
The known routines are prescribed
sets of manoeuvres published well in
advance of the competition and can be
practiced at will by the pilots. Freestyle
routines are set by the pilots themselves

The training
is intense and the
competition gruelling
and stressful
and can also be well polished in advance. The more advanced classes (intermediate and up) have to fly at least one
unknown routine, a set of manoeuvres
given to them 18 hours before the flight
has to be flown.
In the sportsman class, there is no unknown routine and pilots can fly the same
known routine three times but virtually
no one does. It has to be flown once but
like most of the other pilots, Penner flew
two freestyle routines.
The routines must be flown within a
prescribed area known as the box and
there are markings on the ground to give
pilots reference.
At the end of the three flights, Penner
had accumulated 3316.17 points, less than
six points ahead of Cory Johnson but almost 900 points ahead of the last place
finisher.

Penner learned a lot from Red Bull
pilot Pete McLeod, left and Mike
Tryggvason, right, in getting ready
for competition.

Penner said his next goal is to advance
to the intermediate competition, which
means his current aircraft will work but
his skill level will have to improve. Intermediate pilots have to fly at least one unknown routine in competition.
Penner said the training is intense, and
the competition gruelling and stressful. A
common topic of conversation among the
pilots is why they put themselves through
it and the answer is always the same.

“It is super fun,” Penner said. “It’s a
very physical type of flying. There is zero
automation.”
More than that, however, it pushes pilots to be better at what they do in all the
flying they do.
“It’s a very purposeful way to fly,” he said.
“Everything you do should have purpose
and everything you do can be done better.
“It’s why I learned to fly in the first
place.”
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1981 Beech B55, 1942TT, 905 SMOH
L&R, 390 SPOH L&R, King KFC-200
Autopilot, ASPEN EFD1000 EFIS,
Avidyne IFD540 GPS/WAAS, Auracle
CRM2120, Glass eng. disp., GTX330,
AOA System, Full De-Ice, 136 Gal,
$149,000 USD, 514-947-1638 (2633.12410)

1968 PA18A – C-FGLT, 18988.0 TTSN,
Engine 68.2 – 160 HP, overhauled
December 2014. Two choices of prop:
(1) Sensenich 74DM6, (2) McCauley
Bora 1A175/GM82/84. Totally rebuilt
& recovered 2009; new Cleveland
wheels & brakes & 850 X6 tires, new
KY97A Com radio, ICOM A200 Com
radio & intercom. Vortex generator kit,
heavy duty struts & rod ends, 2000 lb.
gross weight, CGR30P - 4 cylinder
engine monitor. $100,000 CDN – No
(2607.12496)
Tax. Jim, 403-286-1129.

2006 Air Creation GTA Clipper
Ultralight, TTSN 371, ROTAX
503, ICOM A5 Included, Always
Hangared $18,500 Scott: 506-7401888. Kijiji Add: 1169302495 (2543.12529)

2014 DIAMOND DA40 XLT – CALL
FOR PRICE! 200 Hrs TT; One Owner,
No Damage, Only 200hours! G1000 w/
GFC 700, TAS 600, Garmin Synthetic
Vision Technology, GDL 69A, WAAS,
Extended Range Fuel tanks, 4-Way
Bag, 2 Blade Hartzell Comp. Prop,
Powerflow Exhaust, Service Centre
Maintained! Aviation Unlimited 905(2247.12056)
477-0107 ext. 225

CESSNA 150C, FXMN, TTAF 7458.8,
TSO 700.8, Annual Sept 16/2016.
New prop installed April 21/2016 - 0
time. Paint: blue with red stripe 5/10,
Interior 8/10. Comes with droop wing
tips installed, colour matched, original
wing tips included. $18,000 CAD.
Logan Moreton, Cell 204-978-0067 or
204-978-0001. Home 204-623-7676,
John@soundinnovations.ca (2589.12497)

Lancair IVP for sale, 426 TTSN
260 KTAS at FL230 Glass panel, A/C,
Dual Alternator Loaded $279,000 US.
Cell: 905-330-1268 Tony.ketelaars@
(2601.12542)
gmail.com
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1991 TB20 Trinidad, 2065 TTSN
200 SMOH new 3 blade prop 200
hrs. New leather interior fresh annual
2016 5 seats 150 knots 1200 lbs
useful. $159,000. Philippe 514-502(2320.12539)
8332.

1980 Maule M5 180c, TTAF 2907,
Eng. 300hrs. SMOH, prop 20 hrs.
SMOH, new governor. Radios 2- 720
coms & vors, Audio panel, ADF, DME,
Transponder mode C, Long range fuel
tanks 64G US, 8.5 x 6 tires, VGS, Bruce
custom cowl plugs, Custom windshield
& side window covers. $59,500.00 US.
B&A Welding, info-sales@xplornet.ca
(2248.12523)
or 905-878-5805

1974 Piper PA28-151 Warrior,
150 HP,
5270 TT, 175 SMOH.
Equipped with basic IFR avionics
and S-Tec System 20 autopilot. Very
good condition with all systems
working
properly.
604-328-6406
daryl@maxcraft.ca Pitt Meadows BC
(2533.12540)
$45,000

Zenair CH 200, TTSN 1006h,
Compressions on Lyc. O320: 78, 74,
78, 75. 8 new spark plugs, 3 blade Warp
drive prop and much more. $ 17,950 CD
(2645.12562)
Call Rob 905-484-0804.

1971 C-172L, 3263 TTSN, Lyc, 2 Narco
MK12D, Garmin Aera 500, Loran, ADF.
Always Hangared. Annual Sept 2016.
$59,900 OBO. Contact by email at:
(2648.12553)
captainb_5@hotmail.com

C-GYPB – 1978 CESSNA 172 N –
SERIAL #172-70768, 1352.0 TTSN
Totally rebuilt, Engine Lycoming
0320D3G since overhaul 000.0; Prop
McCauley 1C160/DTM since overhaul
000.0. New interior & seats, New
Cleveland brakes, new tires & tubes;
PM501 4 PLC I/C, GTR225 Com radio,
GTX327 Transponder, AK350 Encoder,
Kanad 406 ELT. Wing tip strobes & tail
beacon, factory float kit, wing landing
light mod per Sta 95-52, aircraft stripped
& painted, all ADs to date. $97,500 CDN
– No Tax. Jim, 403-286-1129. (2607.12496)
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1967 CHEROKEE 140. 5171.5 TTAF,
1272.0SMOH. Next annual June18/17.
7/10 in and out. Mode C. Very well
maintained. Asking $29,000 or best
offer. Larry 519-991-2378 or 226-783(2634.12489)
4091.

2012 CHALLENGER ll, 90 hrs TTSN
Rotax 503 Wheels pan, Skis Excellent
condition Hangared CYME $19,800.
Matane
Québec.
418-562-3753
(2512.12498)
bobs@cgocable.ca

This brand new
2 place side x
side can easily
land and take off
in 200 feet. Our
experienced staff
build, restore,
service and repair most models metal or fabric. We
are the Atlantic region distributors for “Just Aircraft” kit
airplanes from South Carolina.
PO Box 2244, Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island, Canada ClA 8B9
PH: 1.800.338.8887
CELL: 1.902.626.5262
EMAIL: jbrewer@eastlink.ca

www.breweraviation.ca
1976 Mooney M20F Executive
TTSN 2130 Engine TTSFN 170
Prop TTSN 170 200hp Lycoming,
Wing leveler, autopilot, EGT, Collins
radios. Fast plane well taken care of
inside and out. Canadian prairie plane
hangared most of its life. $58,000
(2584.12493)
USD. 403-703-3473

1999 Husky A1B, 860 TT, One
owner, always hangared, 3 blade MT,
Hyd wheel skis, tail ski, RIEF preheat,
engine cover, aux baggage, VGs,
Becker comm, Garmin GPS, King
xpdr. $119,000 US. 705-323-7699

1969 Bellanca 7-ECA, C-GQVA,
TT:1434, TTE:1434, STOH:58.6,
SPOH:58.6, Icom A200 com, Garmin
GTX327 TRNSP, mode C, always
hangared, nice looking int & ext.
$27,500. Bill 403-588-0475 (2579.12207)

CH 750 STOL, trans Can. flight 2015,
270TT, 912uls, Professional build/
paint, ICON A210, Garmin GTX327,
Dynon180, warp 72", float brackets,
hangared, $82,000 OBO. Fitted
Datum Skis available, more info
Conrad 613-884-4101, cwwatters@
(2610.12507)
rogers.com

(2624.12541)

FLOATS

The Best in Non-Certified Aircraft Floats

STRAIGHT OR AMPHIBIOUS!

8 different sizes – for aircraft from 750 to 2500 lbs.

1946
Piper
Cub
J3C-A65-8F
Canadian Cub. TTAF 3770.2, 1185.2
SMOH. 33 hrs since top overhaul. Good
ceconite fabric, 5 gal. wing tank, wood
spars, shoulder straps, always hangared.
Estate sale $34,000CDN. OBO. Call
(2629.12394)
204-836-2686

1999 Storm 300 Special. 225
hours TTSN. Rotax 912UL 80 HP.
In flight adjustable elec prop. Elec
trim, flaps, radio, transponder. New
interior, paint 7/10. Cruise 100 Kts,
4 GPH. Excellent Cond. $60,000
obo. 780-268-4036; RobertOfstie@
(2501.12391)
hotmail.com

1973 C177 RG 3483 TTSN 406 ELT JPI
Fuel Flow JPI engine monitor Sandia
STX 165 Transponder Panel mounted
296 GPS s-Tec 40/50 A/P and more,
all recertified 2016 Engine and prop
completely overhauled 2016. Annual
done Aug 2016. All logs and invoices
available. Asking $ 82,500CDN. Email:
(2632.12406)
konaab@shaw.ca

And

floats
INFLATABLE or ALumINum
Kits or Ready to Install
We’ve got floats for you!

1974 MOONEY M20C $79,000 CAD
TTAF 4840 SMOH 620 New Scimitar
Prop. Garmin GTN 650 and 550 coupled
to auto-pilot. AD's completed. Electrical
gear/flaps. Hangared winter. Complete
(2647.12548)
logbook. 819-827-6091

www.myfloats.com
Call:705-526-4537
Email: myfloats@gmail.com
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ANNOUNCES
TAILWHEEL TRAINING IN THE SUPER DECATHLON
1967 PIPER CHEROKEE 180 $45,900 CAD, 4189 Hrs TT, 440 Hrs
SMOH, 609 Hrs SPOH, A true fourperson, X-Ctry, IFR machine; Attractive,
fast, economical with - New panel/
upgraded GNS 430 GPS, GMA340,
GTX 327 Trspdr, A/P; Nice Paint/Interior;
IFR cert., Annual (May 2016); Complete
CDN Logs! Aviation Unlimited 905-477(2247.12056)
0107 ext. 225

AEROBATIC TRAINING AVAILABLE SOON
STUDENT ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE AT THE AIRPORT

1970 PIPER AZTEC D – CALL
FOR PRICE! 4094 Hrs TT, 2016
Refurbishment! All ADS and SBs
Complied! This is a Fully Loaded Aztec,
Extremely Well Equipped! Over $100K
in Avionic Upgrades Alone! Garmin GNS
530 WAAS, STEC 55 Auto Pilot, Garmin
GDL 69, Garmin GTX-327 Transponder,
Dual EDM 800s, O2, Radar Altimeter,
Low Time Props, Mid Time Engines,
MUCH MORE! Aviation Unlimited 905(2247.12056)
477-0107 ext. 225

WWW.SUPERTAVIATION.CA

Phone: 888.541.6636 Fax: 403.548.6687

1977 R172K Hawk XP11, 2584 TT,
436 SMOH, 210 HP, MX300 Nav/
Com, 400GS, xpdr mode C, GPS, 406
ELT, 2015 POH, July Annual, Smart
Engine Analyser, Paint 8/10, Interior
8/10, Hangared, Lost Medical, 23
year owner, $93,900, 250-344-8578,
(2611.12509)
packer@persona.ca

2007 Cirrus SR22, 1621.7 TTAE,
Dual 430W, Traffic, Stormscope,
All Logs, NDH, Fresh Service
Centre Annual $260,000 USD.
Apex Aircraft Sales 905-477-7900,
(2245.12559)
www.apexaircraft.com

1969 Cherokee 235, 3,140 TTSN,
824 SMOH, 120 SPOH. New Garmin
Radio, Xpdr, Audoipanel. ADF, DME,
single axis autopilot, fuel computer,
engine analyser. Lots of extras. Knots
2 u speed mods. Call for more pictures
(2517.12532)
and info. 250-308-2173.

1971 Cessna T210K, TTAF 2800, 1800
SMOH, Garmin 480, GMX 200, STEC
55X, Horton STOL, Uvalde door mod,
Vortex generators and more. $110,000
US Call or email Scott 780-205-6038
(2638.12514)
aptscott@sasktel.net

MDM on staff and on site. We can carry out your
Import/Export on site from start to finish.
SPECIALIZING IN TURBO PROP AIRCRAFT

SKYSERVICES
• Inspections
Springer
Aerospace
Paint Refinishing
has•been
in the aircraft
• NDT
heavy
maintenance
and
• Repairs and
Springer Aerospace
refinishing
business
for
Modifications
has been in the aircraft
Interior and
heavy maintenance
over• Complete
40 years.
refinishing business for
Refurbishment
over 40 years.

Cessna Caravan Full deHavilland Line Beechcraft

Cessna
Caravan
20K
We •are
capable
of handling
We are capable of handling
largeInspections
to small
prop
large toturbo
small turbo
prop
• Floats
andandWheels
aircraft
specialize in
aircraft
and
specialize
in
• Turbine
or Piston
DeHavilland
- Twin Otter
and Dash-8,
DeHavilland
- TwinBeechcraft,
Otter
• Import/Export
Cessna Caravan. Corrosion
and Dash-8,
Beechcraft,
and structural
inspections,
P.O. Box 269, Echo Bay, Ontario, P0S 1C0 Bar River Airport
HSI, Modifications,
Cessna Caravan.
Corrosion
Phone:
705-248-2158 • 800-628-2158 Fax: 705-248-3438
structural repairs, Interior,
avionicsinspections,
installs, Twin Otter
andWWW.SPRINGERAEROSPACE.COM
structural
| WWW.SKYSERVICES.CA
wing re-life, Twin Otter
HSI, Modifications,
large cargo door extension.
Pre-purchaseInterior,
inspections
structural•repairs,
• Import and export
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installs,
Twin
Otter
• MDM on staff
wing re-life, Twin Otter

1969
PIPER
TURBO
TWIN
COMANCHE 200. One of a kind with
Miller conversion including 200 HP I0360 engines. Land and depart at slow
speeds with Robertson STOL. Bendix
Color Radar, Radar Altimeter, Extended
Nacelles, Oxygen, Shadin Fuel Flow,
New Insight G4 Twin Engine Analyzer,
New Avidyne IFD 540 FMS/GPS/NAV/
COM, Speed Brakes, 8 Fuel Tanks
(152 useable), Pulse HD Lighting plus
many more options. Low Time Props,
5050 Total Time, Half Time SMOH,
Hangared. Annual completed in June
2016. Asking $129,000 Cdn. 1-800-3388887, jbrewer@eastlink.ca (2564.12546)

66 Piper Cherokee 6-260 FOR
SALE $52,500 USD, beautifully
reconditioned. STOL Kit with V/Gs. 700
X 6 tires. Will do everything a Cessna
206 can do for a lot less $. Contact for
pictures and more info: Yvon Rondeau
(2595.12518)
rondeauyv@gmail.com
For a list of common abbreviations
used in Classified advertising
please see page 52 or view on
our website at:
www.copanational.org/
PTAviationAbb.cfm

Canadian Plane Trade

Classified Ad Deadline for December: November 7
Submit to: classified@copanational.org

FEATURED LISTINGS FOR november, 2016

Seaplanes West Inc
250-545-4884

1974 Cessna 182P Skylane,
1300 TT excellent condition. Recent
Panel 3 Axis Cruise with 2/GPS. Well
maintained always heated hangared.
$125,000. Double Hangar also for sale
at Hanover ON CPN4. Day 519-525(2352.12030)
5801.

1960 CESSNA 172-A, 3319.1 TTP
5yr inspection 27/11/2015, 1264.7
SMOH, Navcom, ADF King, EGT/
CHT, 2/glide slope, Audio panel.
NEW Cleveland brakes, tires, tubes.
Horton STOL. STC Mogas. $24,000
US OBO. Ross 514-428-5008, 514968-4995, sales@turnerheating.com
(2626.12538)

2007 Skylane T182T, 740TTAE,
One Owner, NDH, Hangared!
G1000 Avionics, GDL69A XM WX,
TAS600 Traffic, $299,900 USD.
Apex Aircraft Sales 905-477-7900
(2245.12560)
www.apexaircraft.com

1946 Taylorcraft BC12D. A65-8
Continental engine TT 612h. EDO
Floats, wheels, skis. Always hangared.
$32,000. 807-937-5868
(2563.12196)

Cessna 182 Float Conversion Kits
All 1956 thru 1986
NEW
Aerocet floats
a
Wipline floats
dds 4 STC
00 lbs
EDO floats
.
INSTALLATIONS INCLUDED

GROSS WEIGHT INCREASE on Cessna 182, P,
Q and R Increase to 3360 lbs.!!
Over 1200 lbs. on Straights,
1000 lbs. + useful load on Amphibs!

3500L Straight and 3400 Amphibious
for Cessna 180, 182, 185 and 206
2200 Super Cub, 5850 Beaver

jim@seaplaneswest.com or Jim @ 250-545-4884
Bel Air Aviation MA 16

www.seaplaneswest.com
Demonstrator Aircraft in Vernon – Come see

1972 Cessna 172 Skyhawk 160
h.p. TTSN 3660.3, SMOH 1801 hrs.
Brand new cyls. 246 hrs.Sportsman
stol, cap 2000 floats, 2500 skis, wheel
gear, land and sea prop, complete
winter kit, panel gps, nav/com, 4
place intercom interior 7/10-exterior
6/10 no damage history. $65,500.
(2581.12510)
705-522-9118.

1947 Cessna 140, 1072 TTSN, 456
STOH, complete logs, EAA Winner,
Annual June 2016, always hangered,
Upgraded Leather Interior, Classic
Airplane, KX155, GPS, Mode-C, Located
CAT4, $32,500. 250-240-4670 (2652.12558)

Martin Robert
Aircraft Purchases
& Sales

Martin Robert

Aircraft Purchases & Sales

819-538-8623 Cell:
Fax: 819-538-1062
819-538-8623
Cell:819-536-9803
819-536-9803
Fax: 819-538-1062
mrobert@belairaviation.com
mrobert@belairaviation.com

Lac-à-la-Tortue, (Qc), G0X
1L0 G0X 1L0
C.P. C.P.
#9,#9,Lac-à-la-Tortue,
(Qc),
1977 piper archer II TTAF 4545.
SMOH 785 IFR equipped kX 155
g/S. excellent paint and interior. Plane
currently hangered in Nanaimo. 250-744(2651.12556)
9255. $65,000 CDN

Specializing In Fibreglass
Aircraft Parts
selkirkav@selkirk-aviation.com
www.selkirk-aviation.com
(208) 664-9589
V-Mail 1-800-891-7687

CESSNA 120X REBUILD/PARTOUT $5,000 OBO. 1946 Cessna
120X, logbooks complete and intact.
Engine Dialed 0.002 after nose-over
on landing. Hangared. Available to view
at CYRM. Phone: 403-846-8756 or
email: kjbrowe@gmail.com (2641.12528)

• Products FAA Approved
• Interior Panels
• Glare Shields
• Nose Bowls
• Extended Baggage Kits
• Composite Cowlings for All Cessna
180 and 185 and Years 1956 to 1961
Cessna 182 Aircraft Models
• Vinyl & Wool Headliners
• Products Available for many
Single-Engine Cessnas
• PA18 Carbon Fiber Cowlings for
Non-certified Cub Aircraft Available
• Soundproofing Kits Available

EXCLUSIVE
DEALER
Exclusive
DealerINinQUEBEC
Quebec
1956 DEHAVILLAND
DHC-2 BEAVER:
19568.1 TT, 225.2
new Covington
engine SMOH, 0.0
SPOH in Feb. 2016.
Bendix King KY 97A,
Iridium Satellite
Interconnect intercom,
406 KANNAD ELT,
Inter VOX intercom,
COM-O-PAC H.F,
Garmin Aera 560
1956ﬂDEHAVILLAND
DHC-2
BEAVER:
19568.1
225.2 new
Covington
GPS. EDO 4930
oats, repainted
wheel
gear like
new,TT,
Sealand
cabin
exten-engine SMOH,
0.0 SPOH
in Feb.
2016.
Bendix KingSeaplane
KY 97A, Iridium
Satellite
Interconnect intercom, 406
sion, dual control
wheel
and
instruments,
vertical
ﬁn, Kenmore
KANNAD ELT, Inter VOX intercom, COM-O-PAC H.F, Garmin Aera 560 GPS. EDO 4930
forward battery,
folding seats + rear bush seat, tip tanks. Ext 9.5/10, new paint
floats, repainted wheel gear like new, Sealand cabin extension, dual control wheel and inby Top Coat struments,
Blue Seminole
red,
white,
int.
Emptybattery,
weight
on ﬂseats
oats+ rear bush seat,
Seaplane
vertical
fin,9.5/10
Kenmore
forward
folding
3358, max. gross
5090,
usefulnew
1731.
and Blue
SB’sSeminole
done atred,
several
tip tanks.
Ext 9.5/10,
paintAllbyAD’s
Top Coat
white,annual
9.5/10 int. Empty
February 2016
(FullonNDT
***READY
TO FLY!
weight
floatsinspection).
3358, max. gross
5090, useful
1731.$369,000.
All AD’s and SB’s done at several

D
L
SO

annual February 2016 (Full NDT inspection). ***READY TO FLY! $369,000.

Visit us at: www.belairaviation.com

Visit us at: www.belairaviation.com
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025 – beech

040 – CESSNA

100 – HOMEBUILT

1977 Beech 58P Pressurized
Baron, 3925 TTSN Engines
200/1304 props 10 /10 (2013) Good
boots. New W/S w/heat Gear O/H'd
Colour Radar Collins Nav/Coms IFR
current. Leather Corporate. $180,000
(2322.11632)
US. 519-941-5606.

1950 Cessna 170A, 2700 TT, 27
SMOH on 0-300, out of annual,
interior 1/10, paint 3/10. Asking
$30,000 OBO. tailwind39@hotmail.
com or 519-357-5853.
(2625.12383)

REPLICA WW1 FIGHTER SINGLE
SEATER BI-WING, 50HP VW engine,
new prop, excellent fabric, radial cowl,
call for photos. Phone 705-306-9416
or email: activeaeroservice@gmail.com

040 – CESSNA
1963 C-172d, 3419 TT 1053 SMOH.
Manual flaps OMNI Vision float kit.
Good candidate for Lyc Conversion +
floats. Last flight Aug 1996. $15,000
or less engine $10,000. Dave 604(2356.11694)
584-4649.
1966 CESSNA 150F, 3310 TTSN
76 SMOH KY195B Comm KT76A C
Encoder NAT Intercom 406 ELT. Asking
(2357.11698)
$20,000. 250-494-1418.
1974 Cessna 150L, 6000TT, 800
on engine, very good condition,
commercially registered. 519-396-4454.
(2635.12491)

1967 cessna 150G, 150 HP, 2200
TT, 180 SMOH, Tail Dragger, STOL,
LR Fuel, Excellent condition, auto fuel
STC, 406 ELT, fresh Annual. Wheel
skis. $44,500 CDN. Phone 867-393(2409.12508)
4890.
Buyers are recommended to check
with original manufacturer to
ensure structural and airworthiness
requirements are met.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
• 1975 CESSNA A185F,
CAP
LDmany
3000E, 2500
extras
SOTTSN,
• 1971 A185E, Aerocet 3500L,
1700 TSN, NDH
• 1982 PK3000 FLOATS, NDH
• 1970 Cessna 172K, CAP 2000,
1340 TTSN
SERVICING, BUYING, SELLING,
TRADING SEAPLANES SINCE 1979

1959 cessna 150, 7710 hr TTSN,
0-200 A engine 343 hr SMOH.
Always hangared. Good condition.
Narco com. Brantford, Ont 519752-7009. Asking $18,000. email
(2413.12552)
carlieghglass@aol.com

100 – HOMEBUILT
Zenith 250 needs rebuild has new
wings Midget Mustang Tri-Pacer Volmer
disassembled also Swallow canard
75 Continental 80 Franklin Lycoming
290/235 Turbomeca 520 wings landing
gears exhaust. 519-453-2579.(2368.11707)

(2639.12524)

215 – AIRCRAFT WANTED
CASH FOR YOUR AIRCRAFT damaged
derelict
parts
projects.
ALSO
SELLING
Volmer
disassembled
Midget
Mustang.
PARTING
150152172 Apache Viking Mooney
Piper Seminole wings tails engines
exhaust etc. 519-453-2579. (2368.11717)

225 – aviation art

SUPER FAST MOTOR GLIDER, 130mph
@ 2gph. New certified engine, retract,
speed brakes. $27,000. Phone 705-3069416 or email: activeaeroservice@gmail.
com
(2639.12513)

KOVACHIK AIRCRAFT SERVICES LTD.
Serving the aviation community for 55 years
Certified AMO 335-92

Specializing in fabric work,
structural repairs and rebuilds
• Certified engine overhaul and repair
• Parts and accessories
• American IA on staff for all
American aircraft
• Certified or Homebuilt

905-335-6759

ckovachik@spectrumairways.com

Send a photo and I will draw an
8x10 or 11x14 on archival paper ready
for framing. For more information: www.
jellymasse.com, jellymasse@gmail.com
(2649.12554)

285 – FLOATS FOR SALE
NEW 2000 & 2250 FLOATS ANY
RIGGING for homebuilt & O M aircraft.
Also several sets of damaged Edo &
PK floats for parts or rebuild. Ed Peck
(2350.11672)
902-467-3333.
1987 PK 3500C floats no patches
excellent rough water float complete
ready to bolt on C-206 gear comes
with wheel pants starter and alternator
cores. $7,500 US. 204-385-2964.

AircrAft reAdy to go!
1980 C404 s/n: 0624 14530 TTAF

For more listings, please visit
our web site

BOISVERT & FILS
AVIATION LTEE
8295 BOUL. GOUIN EST
MONTRÉAL, PQ, H1E 2P6

Tel.: 514-648-1856
Fax: 514-648-9309
www.boisvertaviation.ca

Apex (Leggat) listing MA 16

Leggat
Aviation
Ltd.
Leggat Aviation Ltd.

Apex (Leggat) listing

Asking price: $312,000 USd
contact: rmolland@sgl.com

(2321.12115)

• L/H engine: 386 SMOH,
L/H prop: 0 TSOH
• R/H engine: 0 SMOH,
R/H prop: 0 TSOH
• Full de-ice; Oxygen system;
53 USG Aux fuel (nose); long
range Paint 7/10, Interior 7/10;
Cargo door, 8 Pax seats
• Extensive spares inventory
included (list available)
• Recent heated windshield
• Annual
MA
16inspection completed
• All corrosion inspections freshly
completed

CALL US ABOUT THE NEW CESSNA 1

ApexUS
(Leggat)
listing2012
MA
16 NEW
CALL
ABOUT
THE
CESSNA
182
Turbo Skylane
182T, G1000/GFC700
AP, Active Traffi
c/SVT! SKYLANE!
........$262K/Half Share CYKZ!

YOUR EASTERN CANADA CESSNA DEALER

Leggatcessna
Aviation
Ltd.• C-182s • C-206s
The
New
C-172s
dealer

YOUR EASTERN
CANADA canada
CESSNA DEALER
your eastern

WWW.APEXAIRCRAFT.COM
905-477-7900 • Fax 905-477-8937
WWW.aPeXaIrcraFt.coM

0516

0516

YOUR The
EASTERN
CANADA
CESSNA
DEALER
New C-172s
• C-182s
• C-206s

0516

1977 Cessna 172N/Floatpl

T206H,
599CYKZ!
TTSN,
90
TKS,KingDigital,
G1000, Flint
Tips, VG’s ..............$499,900
CALL
NEW
CESSNA
182Kit,
SKYLANE!
2012 Turbo Skylane 182T, G1000/GFC700
AP, ActiveUS
TraffiABOUT
c/SVT! .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2009
 .  . THE
$262K/Half
Share
1977STOH,
C182Q,Float
4750TT,
1700SM,
KMD250GPS/Map,
LRF, .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 .  . $74,9001977
USD Turbo Aztec F, 2507
2007
Cirrus
SR22 Turbo
G3,
1240
TT, TKS
DeIce,
Recent
Import!
..........................$260,000
1976 Beech Duke, 7504 T
Skylane
182T, G1000/GFC700
ActiveDual
TraffiWAAS
c/SVT! ........$262K/Half
CYKZ!
1977 Cessna
172N/Floatplane,
8986
TT,TT,
3731743
SMOH,
2000
Floats, Garmin
250XL!
US .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
2008 Cirrus2012
SR22Turbo
Turbo
G3, 995TT,
205ST, TKS, AP,
Traffic
430's ..............$499,900
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Share
 .  .  .$269,000
USD
1976
Piper
Lance,
2774SM,
SM,CAP
King
w/HSI/ALTIII
AP!
 .  . ...$69,500
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 .  .$89,900 USD
2009 T206H, 599 TTSN, 90 STOH, Float Kit, TKS, G1000, Flint Tips, VG’s 2006
US
1977
Turbo
Aztec
F,
2507
TT,
439
Full
DeIce!
LRF!
........................................$109,900
T206H Amphib, 1000 TTSN, G1000 Avionics, Aerocet Amphibs, Copilot Door! ..........Call!
1976 Piper Lance, 2774 T
2007 Cirrus2007
SR22Cirrus
Turbo
G3,Turbo
1240G3,TT,1240
TKSTT,DeIce,
Recent
Import!
 .  .  .  .  . 2004
 .  .  .  .  .  . Cessna
 .  .  .  .  .$260,000
1976
C182P,
2500SM,
HSI,Garmin
KX155,GMX200MFD
406ELT, LRF... $120,000
 .  .  .  .  .  .  . US
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 .  .$45,0001975
USD Bonanza A36, 3753
SR22
TKS DeIce,
Recent
Import! .  ...........................$260,000
US
1976 Beech
Duke,
75047000TT,
TT,1055/550
SMOH,430W,
Full DeIce,
T182T,USD
500
G1000
w/SVT!
NDH!
THE
NEW
CESSNA
182
SKYLANE!
1976
PiperTT,
Lance,
2774
TT,
1743 SM,All
KingLogs,
AP!...................................$249,900
.................................$99,900 US
T206H Amphib, 1000 TTSN, G1000 CALL
Avionics, AerocetUS
Amphibs,ABOUT
2007 Cessna2006
T182T,
740TT,
NAVIII,
GFC700AP,
TAS600
Traffic,
NDH!  .  . Copilot
 .  . 2002
 .  .  .  .Door!
 .  . Piper
 .  . ..........Call!
 .  .  .$299,900
USD
1976
C172M,
17849TT,
2298
SM,w/HSI/ALTIII
GarminGear!
Avionics,
406ELT
 .  ... . $130,000
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 .  . $30,900CAD
2004
Cessna
T182T,
500
TT,
G1000
w/SVT!
All
Logs,
NDH!
...................................$249,900
US
1975
Bonanza
A36,
3753
TT,
773
SFRM,
Dual
KX155/HSI,
club
seating,
hangared
Super
Cub
Replica,
187
TTAE,
Amphibs/Wh
..............................$129,900
2012 Turbo Skylane 182T, G1000/GFC700 AP, Active Traffic/SVT! ........$262K/Half Share CYKZ!
1977 Cessna 172N/Floatplane, 8986 TT, 373 SMOH, CAP 2000 Floats, Garmin 250XL! ...$69,500 1975
US Grumman Tiger, 20
Piper Super
Replica,
187 TTAE,
Amphibs/Wh
..............................$129,900
Grumman
Tiger, 2016A36,
TT, 139
SM,TT,81773
STOH
King/Narco
Avionics
US
2006 T206H2002
Amphib,
1000CubTTSN,
G1000
Aerocet
Amphibs,
Copilot
Door!
 .  .  .US1815
 .  .  .  .  .  .C1975
all! ’0’
1975
Bonanza
3753
SFRM,
KX155/HSI,
club.............................................$109,900
seating,
hangared  .  .  .US
 . $130,000US
USD C421B, Recent Imp
2009 T206H,
TTSN,
90Avionics,
STOH,
Kit, Gear!
TKS,
G1000,Traffi
Flint
Tips,
VG’s ..............$499,900
US
Turbo
Aztec
F,WX1000+,
2507
TT,(2006),
439Dual
SM,
Full DeIce!
LRF!
1974
1999
C182S,
TT,
SFOH,
GSN430,
HSI,
Skywatch
Traffi
c!$39,900
........$214,900
C182S,
1815 TT, 599
’0’ SFOH,
GSN430,
HSI,Float
WX1000+,
Skywatch
c! ........$214,900
US
1974
C421B,
Recent1977
Import
(2013)!
NDH!
All Logs!..............................................
$189,500
US
The New C-172s • C-182s • C-206s 2002 Piper1999
2007
Cirrus
1240
DeIce,
US
1976
Beech
Duke,
7504
TT,1055/550
SMOH,
GMX200MFD
$120,000
US
SuperZlin
Cub
Replica,
187Turbo
TTAE,G3,Amphibs/Wh
Gear!
 .Recent
 .  .  .  .  .  .Import!
 . 1997
 .  .  .  .  . ..........................$260,000
 . Zlin
 .  .  .  .  .Z242L,
 .$99,900
USD
19742805
C172M,
23320,
1968
GNC250
GPS,....................................$102,500
406
ELT Full
 .  .  .  .DeIce,
 .  .  .  .  .Garmin
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .... .US
 .  . $30,900CAD
1997
Z242L,
454SR22
TTAE,
Garmin
430
GPS,TT,
LowTKS
Time!
....................................$102,500
US 454
1973 T310Q,
TT, Garmin
650!SM,
................................................................
$69,500
1973 T310Q, 2805 TT, Ga
TTAE,
Garmin
430GTN
GPS,
Low
Time!
1976
Piper
Lance, 260
2774HP,TT,
1743Many
SM, King
w/HSI/ALTIII
AP! .................................$99,900
US
2006
T206H
Amphib,
1000
TTSN,time
G1000
Avionics,
Aerocet
Amphibs,
CopilotUSDoor! 1973
..........Call!
182P,
Peterson
Perf
Plus!
Canard,
FuelInj,
Extras
..................
$175,000
US
1997
Zlin
Z242L,
1105
TT,
20
SMOH
Lowest
Zlin
around!
Garmin
430!
Hangared!
....$99,900
2001 DA40,1992
1/7thBonanza
Share,Cessna
BasedT182T,
St .TTAE,
Hubert,
530W/430W,
1300SM
 .  .KFC
 .  .  .150
 .  .  .IFCS!
 .  .  . Zlin
 .$219,500
 .  .  .  .Z242L,
 . $25,000
CAD
1974SMOH
4141975
6905TT,
1118SM,
Full
DeIce,
163 USD .
 .  .  .  . KX155/HSI,
 .  . 430!
 .  .  .  .  . Hangared!
 .  .  .club
 .  .  .  .seating,
 .  .  .US .....$99,900
 .  . hangared
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .. . US
 .$130,000
$150,000US
USD 182P, Peterson Perf
1997
20
- Lowest
time
Zlin
Garmin
1973
2004
500King
TT,Silver
G1000
w/SVT!
All Logs,
...................................$249,900
US
Bonanza
A36,
3753
TT,around!
773
Dual
1972TT,
Citabria
7KCAB,
Beautiful!
2286
TTAE,
Metal
Spars!SFRM,
......................................
$40,000
F33A, 1169
Crown
w/KLN90B
GPS,NDH!
US 1105
1998 C182S,1991
2598TT,
NewProp!
Garmin
GTN750!
 .  .  .  .  .Brakes!
 .  .  .  .  . Gear!
 .  . 1992
 .  .  ...............................$129,900
 .  .  . Bonanza
 .$149,000
 .  .  .  .$ 195,000
USD
1973
T310Q,
2805
TT, Garmin
GTN
650!
 .  ....................................
 .SM,
 .  .  . 81
 .GPS,
 .  .STOH
 .  .  . KFC
 .  .(2006),
 .  .  .150
 . $159,000
 .  . King/Narco
 . IFCS!
 .  .  .  .  .US .$219,500
 .  .  .Avionics
 .  .  .  .  .  .  ......
 .US
 .  .$39,900
$59,900US
USD Citabria 7KCAB, Bea
2002463SM,
Piper
Super
Replica,
TTAE,
US
1975
Grumman
Tiger,
2016
TT, 139
19711169
Navajo
310,
7511
TT,
1058/824
SMOH,
Commercial!
Mooney
TLS, 1510
TT,Cub
10 SMOH,
10187
SNEW
Prop!Amphibs/Wh
Speed
..................
USF33A,
TTAE,
King
Silver
Crown
w/KLN90B
1972
1970
Navajo,
8720
TT/610/925
SM,
G430,
HSI,
TCAS!
.........................................
$140,000
US
1986
Archer
II,
3567
TT,
‘0’
SM,
Dual
KX155,
NDH!
All
Logs!
.......................................$94,900
1999
C182S,
1815
TT,
’0’
SFOH,
GSN430,
HSI,
WX1000+,
Skywatch
Traffi
c!
........$214,900
US
1974
C421B,
Recent
Import
(2013)!
NDH!
All
Logs!..............................................
$189,500
US
The New C-172s • C-182s
• C-206s1992 Bonanza1983F33A,
AIRCRAFT
1169201,TTAE,
Silver
w/KLN90B
GPS,Time!
KFC ....................................$102,500
150
IFCS! .Mooney
 .  .  . $219,500
1991
1510
TT,
SMOH,
SNEW
Prop!
Speed
Brakes!
..................
1971
197210
Navajo
'600',
Normally
Aspirated,
5044TT,
1377SM
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$149,000
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 . $69,500
$152,000US
CAD Navajo 310, 7511 T
1968
Mooney
2190
TT, 10
145
SMOH,
Mods,
.........................$72,500
Mooney
3751King
TT,454
1057
SM,Crown
G430W,
All Logs!
$94,500
USTLS,USD
1997 Zlin
Z242L,
TTAE,
GarminNDH,
430 GPS,
Low...............................
US M20F,
1973
T310Q,
2805
TT,Speed
Garmin
GTNKing
650!Digital
................................................................
SALES LTD.
1960TT,
Beech
Rebuilt/Ugraded
300
HP!!
................................................$125,000
Archer,
419
King
Digital,
50, -Major
Refurb
on
US 3567
II,
‘0’
SM,
Dual
KX155,
NDH!
All
Logs!
.......................................$94,900
1970
1991 Mooney1982TLS,
1510Zlin
TT, Z242L,
10SM,SMOH,
10TT,SNEW
Prop!
Speed
Brakes!
 .  .  ....................$59,900
 . 1986
 .Garmin
 .  .  .  .  . Archer
 .430!
 .  .  .  .Hangared!
$175,000
CAD
1971Debonair,
Navajo310,
7511TT,
796SM,
FullDeIce,
VG's!
 .  .  .FuelInj,
 .  .  .  .  .  . Many
 .  .  .  .  . Extras
 .  . US
 .  .  .  ...................
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$175,000
$159,000US
USD Navajo, 8720 TT/61
1973
182P,
Peterson
Perf
Plus!
Canard,
260 .  .HP,
1997
1105
20STEC
SMOH
Lowest
time
ZlinImport!
around!
....$99,900
US
AIRCRAFT
1954
Apache,
3583
TT,
1219/658
SM,
Economical
Time
Builder!
...........................$38,500
US
1981
Mooney
231/252
Conversion,
3875
TT,
85
SMOH!
......................................
$109,900
US
1972SM,
Citabria
7KCAB,
Beautiful!
TTAE,
Metal Spars!
$40,000 US
1992TT,Bonanza
F33A,
1169
TTAE,
King
Silver Crown
IFCS! $219,500
US
3751172M/N
TT,
G430W,
NDH,
All
Logs!
...............................
1968
II, 3567
‘0’
SM,1700
Dual
NDH!
Logs!
 .  .  .  .  .Prop!
 .w/KLN90B
 .  .  ....................$190,000
 .  . 1983
 .  .  . GPS,
 .  .  . Mooney
 .  .KFC
 .  .  .150
 .$66,500
19691057
BeechDuke,
3973TT,
SM,2286
Garmin
GNS530
 .  .  .  .call
 .......................................
 .  .for .  . info!
 .  .  .  . $94,500
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 . $169,900
USD Mooney M20F, 219
WWW.APEXAIRCRAFT.COM 1986 Archer1979
Cessna
- 3 to choose
from
on our949/1325
website .....................................Please
Bonanza
F33A,
TT,KX155,
130 Since
NewAll
Engine/3-Blade
US201,USD
SALES
LTD.
Navajo
310, 7511
TT, Refurb
1058/824on
SMOH,
Commercial!
................................... $159,000 US
19912850
Mooney
1510
TT, Avionics,
10 SMOH,LRF!10...........................................$109,000
SNEW Prop! Speed
Brakes! ..................
1979
C180,
TT,
68TLS,
SMOH,
Great
US
HangarKing
forUS
Sale
in 1971
Brampton/Collingwood
............$75,000
419$149,000
SM,
Digital,
STEC
Import!
...................$59,900
1960 Beech Debonair, Re
1982 Mooney
Rocket
3170TTSN,
CONT
 .  .  .  .  .  .NDH!
 .  .  .  .  .All .  . Logs!
 .  .  . 1982
 .  ........................................$94,900
 .  .  .  . Archer,
 .  .  .  .  . $150,000
USD
1968
Mooney
M20F,50,
2190Major
TT,w/Door/Motor/Heater/Insulated
145 SMOH,
King
Digital .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 .$140,000
 .  .$72,500CAD
905-477-7900 • Fax 905-477-8937
1970 Navajo,
8720
TT/610/925
SM,Speed
G430,Mods,
HSI, TCAS!
.........................................
US
1986305,
Archer
II, 3567 TT,
‘0’ TSIO520
SM, Dual  .KX155,
AIRCRAFT
231/252
38751146SM,
TT,
852190
SMOH!
......................................
1954 Apache, 3583 TT, 12
19686364TT,
Mooney
M20F,
TT,Painted!,
145
SMOH,
Speed Mods,  .King
1983 Conversion,
Mooney 201,3875
3751TT,
TT,85
1057
SM,  .G430W,
$94,500
US
1981 Mooney 231/252
SMOH!
 .  .  .  .  .  . NDH,
 .  .  .  .  .All .  .  .Logs!
 . 1981
 .  .  . ...............................
 .  .  . Mooney
 .  .  .  .  . $109,900
USD Conversion,
1965 C172F,
Nicely
GreatAircraft! .
 .  .  .  .Digital
 .  .  .  .$109,900
 .  ..........................$72,500
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Offer!
SALES LTD.
1960Since
Beech Debonair,
Rebuilt/Ugraded 300
HP!! ................................................$125,000
US
1982 Archer, 419 SM, King Digital, STEC 50, Major Refurb1979
US TT, 130
F33A,
New
Engine/3-Blade
Prop!
...................$190,000
Cessna
1980 Cutlass RG 4055
GTN650
GPS, GDL69
Weather .
 .  .  .85 .  .  .SMOH!
 .  .  .  .  .......................................
 .  .  .on .  . Import!
 .  .  . Bonanza
 .  .  .  ....................$59,900
 .  .$40,000
USD1700
1964 TwinComanche,
7939TT,
1253SM, KingDig,
Q-Tip,
Hangared
 .  . ...........................$38,500
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 .  . $59,900US
CAD 172M/N - 3 to cho
1954
Apache,
3583
TT,
1219/658
SM,
Economical
Time
Builder!
1981 TT,
Mooney
231/252
Conversion,
3875 TT,
$109,900
US
2850 TT,
Great172M/N
Avionics,
LRF!SM,...........................................$109,000
Hangar for Sale in Bramp
WWW.APEXAIRCRAFT.COM 1979 Bonanza F33A,
TT, 130F33A,
Since1700
NewTT,Engine/3-Blade
Prop!  .  .  .  . 1979
 .  .  .  .Prop!
 .  . C180,
 .  .  ....................$190,000
 .  . $190,000
USD68 SMOH,
1954 Apache,
TT, 1219/658
Economical
Time Builder!
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .US
 . call
 .$29,900
Cessna 3583
- 3 to choose
from
on our website
.....................................Please
for info!USD
19791700
Bonanza
130 Since New Engine/3-Blade
US
1979250/750SM,
C180, 2850 VG's,
TT, 68Winglets!
SMOH, Great
Hangar
Sale in Brampton/Collingwood
w/Door/Motor/Heater/Insulated
 .  .  . Avionics,
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .LRF!
 .  .  .  . ...........................................$109,000
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$399,900 USD US
1953 Cessna
180forFloatplane,
5574TT, 820SM, Horton
STOL! .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .............$75,000
 .  .  .  . $75,000 CAD
905-477-7900 • Fax 905-477-89371979 C414A, 6462TT,
1979 C310R, 8595TT, 1414SM, FIKIw/NewBoots (2012)!  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$119,900 USD Hangar for Sale in Brampton/Collingwood w/Door/Motor/Heater/Insulated .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $75,000

905-477-7900 • Fax 905-477-8937
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285 – FLOATS FOR SALE
CERTIFIED FORWARD BOTTOM
SKINS for most Edo Float. Ed Peck
902-467-3333 fax 467-3136 sales@
peckaero.com
(2350.11677)
FLOAT BRACE WIRES tie Rods
Most popular lengths in stock new
certified new surplus and some used
wires.Ed Peck 902-467-3333 sales@
peckaero.com
(2350.11682)
NEW AND USED FLOATS 1400,
2200 2500 + 3500 lb displacement.
www.clamarfloats.com 519-225-2399
.
(2359.11687)

300 – HANGAR SPACE

6235 Okanagan Landing Rd. Vernon, BC V1H 1M5 Phone: 250-260-6289 | Fax: 250-260-6269

website: http://Rotech.ca

email: sales@Rotech.ca

website: http://Rotech.ca
email: sales@Rotech.ca
ROTAX
iRMT
TRAINING:
2016
CLASS
DATES ARE CONFIRMED
email: sales@Rotech.ca
website: http://Rotech.ca

ROTAX iRMT
CLASS your
DATES ARE
CONFIRMED
Space
is TRAINING:
limited2016
- Book
seats
soon!
ROTAX iRMT TRAINING: 2016 CLASS DATES ARE CONFIRMED

Space
limited -- Book
Book your
soon!
visit
http://RotechFlightSafety.ca
for
details
Space
isislimited
yourseats
seats
soon!
visit
fordetails
details
visithttp://RotechFlightSafety.ca
http://RotechFlightSafety.ca for
P!

135 H

P!

135 H

Aircraft Hangar for Sale
$27,500 Embrun, Ontario (CPR2) 40 Ft
wide X 32 Ft Deep with power door and
12X12 heated, furnished office, Contact
Larry at 613-835-3803 or 613-3012343, lvstcyr@rogers.com (2628.12389)
Lachute C SE4 Space in newly build
hangar nice and bright your airplane will
love it!!! Julian 514-995-0537, Hangar@
cse4.ca or www.cse4.ca
(2316.11623)

Classified Ad Deadline for
December: November 7
Submit to:
classified@copanational.org

(COMING SOON...)
SOON...)
(COMING

65HP Rotax©
65HP Rotax©
582 Model 99

582 Model 99

912iS Sport
912 &912iS
914 Sport
& 914
Series912
Engines

Series Engines

See ROTECH.CA
ROTECH.CA for
for ENGINE
ENGINE SPECIALS
SPECIALS

See ROTECH.CA for ENGINE SPECIALS

Contact Contact
our Network
of Dealers
(see(see
‘Canadian
website)
or Us
CallatUs
at 250-260-6289
our Network
of Dealers
‘CanadianRepair
Repair Centers’
Centers’ ononourourwebsite)
or Call
250-260-6289

Contact our Network of Dealers (see ‘Canadian Repair Centers’ on our website) or Call Us at 250-260-6289

WE HAVE YOU
COVERED!

Canopy Covers
Heatshields
Engine Covers
Wing / Tail Covers
Engine Inlet Plugs
Cold Weather Covers
...and more!

Here at Bruce’s, we use the finest fabrics,
thread and patterning techniques in the
industry. With over 36 Years of
experience and thousands of
patterns, we are sure to have what you
need to protect your aircraft.

www.AircraftCovers.com
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FOR SALE:

300 – HANGAR SPACE

AviAtion business opportunity
in nORth EASt SASkAtchEwAn

PROFESSIONAL AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
• SPECIALTY HI PERF A/C
• ANNUALS/PRE-BUY INSP
• AIRCRAFT SALES
• BUILDERS ASSISTANCE

• HELICOPTERS
• ENGINE REPAIRS/OVERHAULS
• MODS /REPAIRS
• METAL/FABRIC/COMPOSITE

ON SITE MOBILE SERVICE
FRED GINDL

PA

416.554.8674

› Air taxi and flight training operating
certificates.
› Modern 10 year old two aircraft hangar
with office space.
› One two place and one four place aircraft.
› Comes with full time government contract
transporting medical staff.
› Will sell turnkey complete or any
combination to suit buyer.

ONTARIO

Wayne: 306-862-7761
Harold: 306-862-7524

referred Looking For Parts?

irparts

Chosen for value and service

Hangar for Sale: Dimension:
88'x92' Steel structure, full electric
door 70'Wx20'H. Well insulated. Floor
and exterior access are concrete
finished. South Renfrew airport-20
minute drive from Ottawa, ON. Price:
$600,000. Call 514-914-9520 (2631.12405)
CYKF T-HANGAR FOR RENT 40'
wide 12' high sliding steel doors
asphalt floor including electricity. Tie
downs available. Peter 519-836-3162
(2339.11656)
flynpete@yahoo.ca

25% to 85% off

New Surplus PISTON, TURBOPROP,
and JET aircraft Parts!
Sales Hours: 7:15am to 5:30pm EST

Parts for Single and Twin Cessnas. Along with Pipers, and jets like
Citations, Falcon 2000/2000EX, Gulfstream 200’s, and various
others. If there’s a part you need, there’s a good
chance that we have it!

Check with us for Parts like
Airframe parts

Accessory parts

Piston Engine parts

Overhauled Rotables

Turbine Engine parts

Exhaust Systems

Continental parts

Wheels and Brakes

Lycoming parts

Overhauled Propellers

Accessories

And much more!

Website Upgrade!
www.preferredairparts.com
Same great inventory search with NEW shopping cart features!

HANGAR FOR SALE – CYXU
Insulated hangar with updated gas
radiant heat. Interior office; 44'6" wide x 35'-6" deep; 12' open
height under aluminum bifold door.
Asking $80,000. Dave Chapman 519857-7393. dchapman@chapman.ca
(2640.12526)

Large Collingwood Hangar
clean cold storage concrete floor
secure. Fits G/A singles amphibs
twins and light jets. Short or long term.
Parked for winter or in/out available.
(2322.11637)
519-941-5606.
Hangar space for lease or
purchase, individual units. –
Collingwood CNY3, 1750 sq. ft. up
to 3500 sq. ft. Hydro, Bi-fold door 49 x
14 clear. B & A Welding, info-sales@
xplornet.ca 905-878-5805. (2248.12234)
CONDO T-HANGAR FOR SALE
LACHUTE AIRPORT CSE4 32 x
42 x 16 including 16x16 furnished
apartment. Main living area &
kitchen with air conditioning upstairs
connected by spiral stair case to
bathroom with heated tile flooring &
spare bedroom downstairs electric
heating throughout dehumidifier &
large 42' bifold door. Asking $170,000.
(2345.11660)
Bob 514-794-5544.

@pilotexaminer

Added Security, User friendly shopping cart,

Rec, PPL, CPL, Multi, IFR

Build an order from different quotes, View your quote and order history!

Instructor Renewal/Upgrade

Preferred Airparts, LLC
Div. of JILCO Industries, Inc.

800-433-0814 - Toll free U.S./Canada
330-698-0280 Local/International
330-698-3164 Fax
sales2@preferredairparts.com
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We Buy Worldwide
We buy inventories of new surplus parts
for nearly anything that flies. Also tired

We are or damaged Cessna twins, Caravans,
Cash
Buyers! Citations, engines and propellers.

Gene Hembree is our buyer. Please contact him at
330-698-0280 ext.224 gene@preferredairparts.com

Instrument Proficiency Check

780-518-3793
skytamer@telus.net

HAVE PLANE –
WILL TRAVEL

300 – HANGAR SPACE

340 – PARTS FOR SALE

Heated hangar space with
kitchen, washroom available at Luther
Field, CGV2, near Luther Marsh
Conservation Area, Grand Valley,
Ontario. 519-928-2542 or jonwelch@
xplornet.ca.
(2569.12183)

200 CONTINENTAL CYLINDER,
standard steel barrel, first run, new
rings and pistons, ERC. $950. O-320
CYLINDER, 300TT since chrome,
new piston, ring guides, 150HP can
be upgraded to 160HP, ERC, cylinder
going to shop to be reworked. Lycoming
spec/OV. $950. Phone 705-306-9416
or email: activeaeroservice@gmail.
com
(2639.12525)

T-HANGARS FOR RENT AT THE
OSHAWA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
hangar space is now available for lease.
Great hangars with electricity and bifold
doors. Dorothy 905-576-8146 ext 6 or
dthompson@oshawa.ca
(2365.11703)
Hangars for sale/rent in
CYRP the Carp Airport- West Capital
Developments has 3 full size 42'x32'
and 1 full size 50'x32' for immediate
occupancy. Please contact Mark
Braithwaite Airport Manager at 613839-5276.
(2362.11931)
HANGAR FOR RENT AT LACHUTE
(CSE4) Gated access, security,
heated, well lit. Door 42'x14' for single
engine $500/month annual lease paid
in full at start, otherwise $600/month.
514-726-1113.
(2646.12547)
Hangar for sale or lease.
#41 at CZBA Burlington Airpark. T
Configuration, paved floor, electric
door, insulated, new paved ramp.
Available immediately. Dan Mackie
905-466-3067.
(2619.12494)

325 – miscellaneous

New fuselage complete with
tail surfaces, landing gear.
Low time 65 hp, slick mags, LOTS
of 65 hp parts, Cub Parts, gauges,
seats, stcks, cables, windshield, tank,
cowls, lift struts, motor mount, dash,
tourque tubes, much more!!!! Looking
for 85 or 90hp -8 will consider in price.
902-749-7281.
(2582.12549)

355 – propellers FOR SALE
sensenich prop & PA18-150 spinner
assembly Part #74DM-0-56 (new 5 year
inspection) 482.6 SOH. $2,000. Jim, 403286-1129.
(2607.12496)

365 – REAL ESTATE
HOME
WITH
3000'
GRASS
AIRSTRIP
near
Shediac
New
Brunswick. Price $219,000. George
Cormier govibrations@live.ca for
more info and pictures.
(2328.11646)
144
Acre
Farm/Airport.
CPR 3 Palmerston ON. 105 acre
workable. 2200 and 3000 ft. runways.
2500 square ft recently renovated
farmhouse with new detached 2 car
garage and 7 hangars + bank barn.
Asking price 2 mil. 519-417-2694.

Perfect
Opportunity
for the Aviation
Hobbyist
Once in a lifetime opportunity to own
34.517 acres of private park-like land
neighbouring next to one of Surrey's
newest parks! This property is perfect for
the aviation hobbyist featuring a private
grass runway (Approx. 1850') along
with your own airplane hanger! This is a
fantastic long-term ALR holding property
to build your dream home. It is very rare
a property this size comes on the market
outside the floodplain. Frontages on 168th
Street and 88th Ave provide ample access
for future plans. The house has been
tastefully renovated and features 2 beds
& 1 bath with a fantastic deck to enjoy the
backyard. There are many out buildings
along with a large barn suitable for any
of your future needs. Call for your private
tour today!

604 782 0821
Sean Stevens PREC
Macdonald Realty
604 782 0821

(2506.12239)

Portable Boat – $1,500 10 foot
8 inches, 57 inches wide, 580 lbs.
loaded. Maximum 5 HP. For anglers
who love travelling to remote fishing
holes. Information: George Greene,
3972 O’Neil Lane, Inverary, Ontario
K0H1X0 613-353-6102 (I can be
reached at this telephone number until
November 2016) greenetoall@gmail.
com
(2594.12495)

335 – PARACHUTES
PILOT EMERGENCY PARACHUTES
for
gliders
powered
aerobatics
warbirds. Sales and service. Back
seat chair; custom colours. National
Softie Strong new/used. Call Flying
High Manufacturing Inc 403-6872225 or thru www.flyinghigh.net
(2334.11651)

340 – PARTS FOR SALE
MGK AERO: Airframe parts, engines
(certified and experimental), propellers,
landing gear, instruments, avionics,
much more. If we don’t have, we try
to get it. 204-324-6088.
(2576.12407)
PARTING:
SEMINOLE
Cardinal
C-150/152172 Mooney Viking Apaches.
Project Aircraft Tri-Pacer Volmer
Aeronca Sedan Midget Mustang
Zenith 250 several Lycoming Franklin
Continental engines airframe parts
Cessna Piper and Mooney. 519-4532579.
(2368.11712)
1966 172 airframe complete
Totally rebuilt (new glass); EM 76-53
Prop; 0300-C engine torn down for
overhaul, six (6) new cylinders. $8,800.
Jim, 403-286-1129.
(2607.12496)

Engine Repair & Overhaul

Murrays aircraft
repair (1980) Ltd.

High River Airport (CEN4)
High River, Alberta T1V 1L8
403-648-8910 info@murair.com
some of the services we offer

PT6A Hot Section
Inspections

AirfrAme
• All Inspections
• Repair & Overhaul
• Structural & Modification
engine
• Removal & Installation
• Repair & Overhaul
• PT6A Hot Section Inspection
• 500 hr Magneto Inspection & Repair
Avionics
• 24 month Altimeter/Transonder
and Encoder RecertificationELT
Recertification
• Installation
• Troubleshooting & Repair

Authorized
Service Centre

fuel
• AvGas & JetA Cardlock
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abbreviation is shown, first given is preferred.

our Premiere Source for Pre-Owned Parts
for Cessna 180/182/185/206/207

Skywagon City Inc.

• Fuselage parts, cowlings, tail feathers, engine parts and
mounts, wings, interior parts and more, avionics and
instruments
• No parts too
largeparts,
or too
small
• Fuselage
cowlings,
tail feathers,
• We also have
a homebuilders’
corner (wheels and brakes),
engine
parts and mounts, wings,
instruments,
landing
gear
and
lots and
more
interior parts and more, avionics
• Skywagon City will purchase damaged and derelict aircraft
instruments
or inventories
No parts too
too small
180/182/185/206/207
• Currently •parting
outlarge
50 or
aircraft

Your Premiere Source
for Pre-Owned Parts
for Cessna:

• We also have a homebuilders’ corner
(wheels and brakes), instruments,
landing gear and lots more
• Skywagon
City will purchase
damaged
2851 Skywagon
Blvd., Brechin,
ON, L0K
1B0
and derelict aircraft or inventories
parts@skywagon-city.com
• Currently
parting
out 50 aircraft
705-484-5667
Fax
705-484-5606

Skywagon City Inc.

Ce
& i rtified
n st
ock

Replacement

Window Latches
Now available for your
100, 200 & 300 Series

Cessna

2851 Skywagon Blvd.

parts@skywagon-city.com

Brechin, ON, L0K 1B0

705-484-5667 Fax 705-484-5606

Manuel Mongrain
SAVE $15 ON
Director

AOPA PILOT TODAY!
Guy Blais

Parts / Sales & Purchasing

GET A GREAT DEAL ON AN
AERO ATELIER
C.M. INC.
AOPA PILOT SUBSCRIPTION
FOR
1281, Chemin de la Vigilance,
COPA MEMBERS ONLY!
C.P. 2018
COPA and AOPA have teamed together to provide
a great (Québec)
beneﬁt only
Shawinigan
Canada
for COPA members. As a COPA member, you are entitled to a oneG0X 1L0
year subscription to AOPA Pilot magazine at the special rate of $64
US. That’s $15 off the regular international subscriber rate. You’ll also
Phone: (819) 538-6768
get 24/7 access to the AOPA website and pilot assistance services.

AERO ATELIER C.M. INC.
Aircraft & Helicopter
Engines

Fax: (819) 538-6710
• Overhaul
• Repair TODAY!
GET YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION
E-Mail:

Contact AOPA directly at 1-301-695-2000 to order your subscription
aeroateliercm@bellnet.ca
to AOPA Pilot magazine today! Be sure to have
your COPA member
number handy when you call.

• Warranty • Carburetor
• Magneto • Cylinder
• Flexible Hose

Web Site:
www.aeroatelier.aero
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The following are common
abbreviations used in Canadian Plane Trade classified advertising.
AOPA
FLY-IN
S
When counting an ad for insertion
charges, each abbreviation is one word. When more than one
abbreviation is shown, first given is preferred.
NEW REG

IONA L

| $6.95

EVE

NTS
ST. SIM
ONS
NOVEMB , GEORGIA
ER 8, 2014
p.
54

Phenom
100/300
| Stemme

STE MM E

p. 58

REV IVA L
K p. 66
IN A WEE
p. 44

p. 128

h Dako

r | Old-Style

der | Nort

Motorglide

Motorgli

Stemme

ING
DER RAT
ERS
AC  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . air condition GLI
GEM .
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . graphic engine
MOTE GLID
CLUBS PRO
’
DER BOB
MEET ‘GLI
A/C .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . aircraft
monitoring
AD  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Airworthiness
GPH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . gallons per hour
Directive
GR  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . glide ratio
ADF  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . automatic direction
GS  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Glideslope
finder
HP  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . horsepower
A&E  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . airframe & engine
HSI .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . horizontal situation
alc  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . alcohol (as in
indicator
-INS
alc . prop)
IFR .  .  .  .  .  .AO . PA
 .  . FLY
 . instrument
flight rules
AP  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . auto(matic) pilot
ILS  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . instrument landing
ATS  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . automatic throttle
system
system
3LMB/MB .  .  .  . 3 light marker beacon
ASI .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . airspeed indicator
LOC  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . localizer
360CH .  .  .  .  .  .  . 360 channel radio
LRF  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . long range fuel
720CH .  .  .  .  .  .  . 720 channel radio
(capacity)
ARS
YE
CG
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . centre of gravity
Lyc  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Lycoming (engine)
CHT  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . cylinder head
MB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . See 3LMB
temperature
MK  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Mark (model of
Comm/com  .  . communications
equipment)
Cont .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Continental (engine)
MPH  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . miles per hour
THIS SPECIAL OFFER IS ONLY OPEN TO COPA MEMBERS
CS  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . constant speed
NAV  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . navigation
WHO ARE CANADIAN RESIDENTS.
propeller
NAV/COM .  .  .  . navigation/
DG  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . directional gyro
communications
DME .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . distance measuring
NDB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . non-directional
equipment
beacon
EGT  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . exhaust gas
NDH .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . no damage history
temperature
OAT  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . outside air temperature
ELT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . emergency locator
OBO .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . or best offer
transmitter
O/Oxy  .  .  .  .  .  .  . oxygen
Enc Alt  .  .  .  .  .  . encoding altimeter
P&W  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pratt & Whitney
FBO  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . fixed base operation
(engine)
FD  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . flight director
RMI  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . radio magnetic
FREMAN,
indicator
FREM  .  .  .  .  . factory remanufacture
ta Boom
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RNAV .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . area navigation
SCTOH  .  .  .  .  .  . since chrome top
overhaul
SCMOH .  .  .  .  .  . since chrome major
overhaul
SFREMAN/
SFRM  .  .  .  .  . since factory
remanufacture
SMOH  .  .  .  .  .  .  . since major overhaul
SPOH  .  .  .  .  .  .  . since prop overhaul
STC  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . supplemental type
certificate
The latest
and upgra options
STOH .de .s  .  .  .  .  .  . since top overhaul
STOL  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . short take off &
landing
T&B  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . turn & bank
TBI  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . turn & bank indicator
TBO  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . time between
overhauls
TT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . total time
TTAE or
TTE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . total time aircraft
engine
TTAF or
TTA .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . total time aircraft
frame
TTSN  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . total time since new
VFR  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . visual flight rules
VHF  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . very high frequency
VOR .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . very high frequency
Omni-Range
xpdr  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . transponder
Phenom
100 coas
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es of Sout along
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AC.................................................air condition
A/C................................................aircraft
AD ................................................Airworthiness Directive
ADF...............................................automatic direction finder
A&E ..............................................airframe & engine
alc .................................................alcohol (as in alc. prop)
AP .................................................auto(matic)
pilot
Located on the water in the heart of
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ontario
ATS................................................automatic
throttle system
AMO 52-93
ASI ................................................airspeed indicator
Inspections ◆ Repairs ◆ Rebuilds ◆ Welding ◆ Parts
360CH............................................360 channel radio
Aircraft Import
& Export
720CH............................................720
channel radio
CG.................................................centre
of
gravity
SKILLED ◆ EXPERIENCED ◆ DEDICATED
CHT...............................................cylinder
headTHE
temperature
100 LL FUEL AT
DOCK
Comm/com...................................communications
Convenient Customs Clearances
Cont..............................................Continental (engine)
Phone: 705-759-2074 speed
◆ Fax:
705-759-0038
CS..................................................constant
propeller
Email: humphreyaircraft@on.aibn.com
DG ................................................directional
gyro
DME..............................................distance measuring equipment
EGT ...............................................exhaust gas temperature
ELT ................................................emergency locator transmitter
Enc Alt..........................................encoding altimeter
FBO...............................................fixed base operation
FD .................................................flight director
FREMAN, FREM.............................factory remanufacture
GEM..............................................graphic engine monitoring
GPH ..............................................gallons per hour
0936089 Bc Ltd.
GR..................................................glide
ratio Hammond Aviation Limited
GS 101190984
.................................................Glideslope
Saskatchewan Ltd.
Jetpro
HP 101249476
.................................................horsepower
Saskatchewan Ltd.
Kelly Panteluk construction Ltd.
HSI ................................................horizontal situation indicator
4257189
canada
Inc.
IFR.................................................instrument Kindersley
flight rules Plane Owners Inc.
Yukon Inc.
Klarenbach
Aviation Ltd.
ILS 536009
..................................................instrument
landing system
911321 Alberta Ltd.
3LMB/MB......................................3
light marker
beacon Inc.
Legendair
LOC...............................................localizer
9214-3866 Quebec Inc. (Interstor
Les Motels De L’energie Inc.
LRF................................................long
range fuel (capacity)
Aviation Inc.)
Lift Capital Corporation
Lyc.................................................Lycoming (engine)
Air Traffic Specialists Association
MB ................................................See 3LMB Magnes Group Inc.
of canada
MK................................................Mark (model
of equipment)
Marsh
canada Limited
Aircraft collection
MPH..............................................miles
per hour
Maxcraft Avionics Ltd.
Atc
Quality Engine Overhaul
NAV
..............................................navigation
McMillan LLP Lawyers/Avocats
NAV/COM.....................................navigation/communications
Aviation D. M. Inc.
Mirage
Aviation Inc.
NDB
..............................................non-directional
beacon
Aviation Unlimited
NDH..............................................no damageNemeth
history Investment Group
Blacksun Web Hosting
OAT...............................................outside air temperature
Outaouais Flying club
Blais Aeronautique
OBO..............................................or
best offerPinnacle Aviation
Boisvert
& Fils Aviation Ltd.
O/Oxy
...........................................oxygen
Prestige General contractors
P&W
.............................................Pratt
& Whitney (engine)
Brampton
Flying Club
Provincial
Airways
RMIBrant
...............................................radio
magnetic
indicator
Aero
RNAV ............................................area navigation
Purple
Hill
Air
Briggs Trucking & Equipment Ltd.
SCTOH ..........................................since chrome
top overhaul
richardson
Bros (Olds) Ltd.
Burlington Flying club
SCMOH.........................................since
chrome major overhaul
rockcliffe
Flying
club
Canadian Bushplane
SFREMAN/SFRM
...........................since factory remanufacture
rotech
research
canada Ltd.
Heritage
centre
SMOH
...........................................since
major overhaul
St. Andrews Airport Inc.
SPOH
............................................since
prop overhaul
Canadian
Propeller Ltd.
STC................................................supplemental
certificate
Startype
Press
Inc.
Canadian Sport Parachuting
STOH ............................................since top overhaul
Association
Stephan/H Aerostyle
STOL .............................................short take off & landing
cBr technology Inc.
T&B...............................................turn & bankSummerside Airport
Airpark Inc.
TBIcnc4-Guelph
................................................turn
& bank- Slemon
indicatorPark Corp
theoverhauls
Abbotsford Flying club
TBO...............................................time
Commercial Funding Group Inc. between
TT..................................................total
time Trail Regional Airport (cAD4)
Cooper Aviation
TTAE or TTE..................................total time aircraft engine
Devenir Pilots GBSn S.E.c.
travelers Aircraft Finance
TTAF or TTA .................................total time aircraft frame
Dorval
Aviation
Inc.
Victoria
TTSN .............................................total time since
newFlying club
Geological Services Ltd. flightWabakimi
Wilderness Adventures
VFRDuess
...............................................visual
rules
VHF...............................................very
high frequency
Early Bird Air Ltd.
Waterloo Wellington
VOR
...................................................very
high frequency
Omni-Range
Flight centre
Edenvale
Aerodrome Ltd.
xpdr ..............................................transponder

Humphrey Aircraft Services
www.humphreyaircraft.com

COPA’s Corporate Membership

Fairmont Hot Springs Airport
Flight Fuels Inc.
Focus Sport Aviation
Global Aerospace Underwriting
Managers (canada) Ltd.
G U D D Inc.

Wilson Aircraft
Wings Of Flight Inc.
Winnipeg Area Chapter
recreational Aircraft Assoc.
of canada
Yorkton Aircraft Service Ltd.

Aircraft Hangar Specialists
www.spantech.ca

Pierre Girard aviation
Floats and wheel skis

Aircraft Exterior
Fairings
450 NEW VINYLESTER
AIRCRAFT EXTERIOR
FAIRINGS MODELS

floats@outlook.com
http://aviationpg.com
Tel. & Fax: 819-438-1758

Available on the WEB at
www.aerofairings.ca
819-375-1250
Fax: 819-379-1131

QUALITY ENGINE OVERHAULS,
REPAIRS & ACCESSORIES
• NDT • Propeller Balancing
• Engine Modifications

AMO #59-96
Factory Authorized
Service Centre
R22 & R44
Photo’s courtesy of Edenvale Aerodrome,
Corporate Restoration and Lake Central Air Services

Industrial and Commercial Buildings also available
dmorris@spantech.ca 1-800-561-2200
Proudly Made in Canada Design Build and T-Hangars available

DUNDAS, ONTARIO | 905-627-1127 Fax: 905-627-7339

SAMPLE SIZE: 32'W x 24'L x 14'H $4,275
Are you protecting
Your Investment?
We offer custom building
variations suited to your
needs without the
custom price.
Call for your personalized
quote today.
Structures up to 35'

MultiShelterSolutions.com 1-866-838-6729

ELA Gyro Canada

www.elagyrocanada.com | 450-230-3241

AVLube

OiL treAtment
TC/FAA Approved

PHONE 705-325-5515 FAX 705-325-1365
6406 BLUEBIRD ST., RAMARA, ON, CANADA, L3V 0K6

sales@atc-engines.com • www.atc-engines.com
Need healthcare
but can’t afford to
fly there?

IFR - IATRA - ATPL

Intensive Ground School
• Three-day preparation
for Transport Canada
exams
• Montreal area

Getting Canadians
to Getting Better

www.hopeair.org

Seminair inc.

markperron@sympatico.ca
514-923-6275

Canadian Plane Trade

deCember deAdLINe: NOvember 7, 2016
COLOUr PHOTO CLASSIFIedS

Ad includes colour photo, 30 words maximum, and full colour listing on website
for only $70 + applicable taxes for members, $85 + applicable taxes for
non-members (30 words).

HOW TO COUNT YOUr Ad: WOrd COUNT SAmPLe
1
2
3
4 5
6
7
8
9
10
11 12 13 14 15 16
1966 Cessna 150, 2998 TT, 1200 SMOH, Escort 110 nav/com, ARC, ADF, xpdr Mode C, GPS,
17 18 19 20
21
22
23 24
25
26
27
28
29
current C of A, excellent condition, paint 7/10, new interior 1996, always hangared.
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
$24,000 OBO. 613-555-1234, E-mail: pilot@skyview.com

TOTAL WOrd COUNT: 36 words at .85 per word = $40.10 + GST or HST

Arrivé du nouveau modèle ELA 10 Eclipse au canada dès Juin 2016!
June 2016 marks the arrival of the new ELA 10 model in Canada!
Distributeur recherché / Looking for Distributors
École d’autogire / Gyroplane School • Vente d’autogire / Gyroplane Sales

In case of error or omission, COPA Flight will be responsible for one insertion only.
Ads received after deadline date will appear in the next issue.
COPA members - Minimum ad charge of $35.00 (plus GST or HST) (30 words) 85¢
plus applicable taxes for each additional word.
Non-members - Minimum ad charge of $35.00 (plus GST or HST) (25 words) $1.00
plus applicable taxes for each additional word.
Please type or print clearly. CoPA Flight is not responsible for errors due
to poor copy. Please punctuate your ad. editor reserves the right to make
stylistic changes. refer to index to select index number.

Please submit via email: classified@copanational.org
Canadian Plane Trade 1166 Alberni Street, Suite 802, Vancouver, BC V6E 3Z3
Phone/Fax 250-590-5331
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copa is personal aviation

Join now and support aviation in Canada today!
membership benefits include:
information • representation • insurance • assistance • friendship
• Freedom to Fly representation to all levels of government
• Information - 12 issues of COPA Flight per year
• Discounts on aviation products, services, car rentals and accommodations
• Pilot insurance • Fly-ins and seminars

for more information: 613-236-4901
fax: 613-236-8646
e-mail: membership@copanational.org
www.copanational.org

membership application & reneWal form
New ❑

Renewal ❑

Membership Number:________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________ City: ________________________________Province:_________ Postal Code: _____________________
Phone no. (h)___________________________________________(w) ___________________________________________Fax: __________________________________________
Payment Method: ❑ Cheque ❑ Money Order ❑ Visa ❑ MasterCard
Credit Card No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Expiry Date: _____/_____
Email Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

membership
All funds in Canadian
dollars, taxes included

membership Fees
BC, YT, NT, AB,
NU, SK, MB, QC

ON, NB, NL

NS

amount
PE

Foreign Address Fees
Outside of Canada

1 Year Regular

$60.90

$65.54

$66.70

$66.12

$79.00

1 Year Family

$82.95

$89.27

$90.85

$90.06

$105.00

3 Year Regular

$165.90

$178.54

$181.70

$180.12

$221.00

3 Year Family

$232.05

$249.73

$254.15

$251.94

$285.00

Lifetime

$1,000 including tax

Voluntary Donations to:
*You will receive an income tax
receipt for your charitable donation.
Family membership:
(Please list family member’s name below. Each will receive their own member card.)
Name: __________________________________________ Date of Birth: _________________
Name: __________________________________________ Date of Birth: _________________
Name: __________________________________________ Date of Birth: _________________
Name: __________________________________________ Date of Birth: _________________
As a COPA member you receive a membership card, our monthly COPA Flight newspaper by mail
and, if you provided an email address, electronic notification of your membership renewal.
❑ I wish to receive electronic communications from COPA.
COPA also provides the opportunity for you to receive information by email from our membership benefits partners.
In order to comply with federal electronic anti-spam legislation, you must opt in by clicking the box immediately
below to receive this information. If you do not wish to receive this information, simply leave the box unchecked.
❑ I wish to receive electronic solicitations from COPA’s membership benefits partners.

You will also receive information by direct mail from our membership benefits partners, such as our insurance
broker, Magnes, informing you of special deals for members unless you click the box immediately below.
❑ I do not wish to receive direct mail solicitations from COPA’s membership benefits partners.

Special Action Fund ______________________________
Neil Armstrong Scholarship Fund* ____________________
COPA Flight Safety Foundation* ______________________
(all prices in Canadian funds) total: __________________

Canadian owners
and pilots association
75 albert st., suite 903
ottawa, on, K1p 5e7
tel: 613-236-4901
Fax: 613-236-8646

e-mail: membership@Copanational.org
www.Copanational.org
p l e a s e c l i p & r e t u r n t h i s f o r m by fax o r m a i l

By submitting this form you agree to support the Strategic Vision of the Organization, which is “COPA will be the strong, recognized and credible voice, suffi cient in size and capability to optimize access to Personal Aviation in Canada.”
Your membership is eff ective upon receipt of your membership number sent to you by electronic or other means. When you receive your number you are entitled to all the benefi ts of COPA membership but it is subject to confi rmation by the
Board of Directors at their next board meeting in accordance with COPA General Operating By-Law No. 1, section 3.01 (http://www.copanational.org/fi les/2014-06_COPA_Bylaws_Final.pdf). Unless and until you hear back from COPA about
the status of your membership, you can consider yourself a full member of COPA.

AIG Canada and the Magnes Group Inc.
AIG
theVIP
Magnes
Group Insurance
Inc.
areCanada
takingand
your
Aviation
are taking your VIP
Aviationto
Insurance
Program
new heights!
Program to new heights!

AIG Canada et Le Groupe Magnes Inc.
propulsant votre programme d’assurance
AIG Canada et Le Groupe Magnes Inc.
VIP vers de nouveaux sommets!

propulsant votre programme d’assurance
VIP vers de nouveaux sommets!
MORE COVERAGE—EXCLUSIVELY FOR COPA MEMBERS—
AT PREFERRED RATES.
PICK A PLAN, WE’LL TAILOR IT TO YOUR NEEDS:

MOREVIP
COVERAGE—EXCLUSIVELY
Gold – for aircraft owners seeking full FOR
motionCOPA
hull and MEMBERS—
liability coverage.
AT PREFERRED
RATES.
New! Increased Trip Interruption Coverage!
VIP
Silver – for
aircraft owners
seeking
not-in-motion
and/or liability only coverage.
PICK A
PLAN,
WE’LL
TAILOR
IT TO
YOUR hull
NEEDS:
New!
Askaircraft
about our
hangar seeking
discount! full motion hull and liability coverage.
VIP Gold
– for
owners

“Drones” –
New Product Solutions
New! Increased Trip Interruption Coverage!
for UAV unmanned
New! Peace of mind and protection for aircraft owner/instructors.
VIP Silver – for aircraft owners seeking not-in-motion hull and/or liability only coverage. aerial systems and
operators.
Add 24/7 Accident Insurance and minimize your risk.
VIP Bronze – for pilots renting or borrowing aircraft.

New! Ask about our hangar discount!

PLUS–DE
VIP Bronze
forCOUVERTURES—EXCLUSIVEMENT
pilots renting or borrowing aircraft.
POUR LES MEMBRES DE LA COPA—TARIFS PRÉFÉRENTIELS

New! Peace of mind and protection for aircraft owner/instructors.

CHOISSISSEZ VOTRE PLAN, NOUS L’ADAPTERONS À VOS

Add 24/7
Accident Insurance and minimize your risk.
BESOINS:

VIP OR – pour les propriétaires d’avions voulant une assurance complète sur la

“Drones” –

«Drones»
–
New Product
Solutions

de nouvelles
forsolutions
UAV unmanned
de produits
pour
aerial
systems and
systèmes de drones
operators.
et opérateurs aériens
sans pilote.

«Drones» –
de nouvelles solutions
For more information please call
de produits pour
1-855-VIP-COPA, email us at
VIP Argent – pour les propriétaires d’aéronefs qui cherchent une assurance
CHOISSISSEZ VOTRE PLAN, NOUS L’ADAPTERONS À VOS
systèmes
de drones
VIPCOPA@magnesaviation.com
sur la coque au sol seulement et / ou responsabilité civile.
or visit
BESOINS:
et
opérateurs
aériens
www.magnesaviation.com/COPA
Nouveau! Renseignez-vous sur notre rabais hangar!
sans pilote.
VIP ORVIP
– pour
les
propriétaires
d’avions
voulant
uneunassurance
complète sur la
Bronze
– pour
les pilotes qui
louent ou
emprunte
aéronef.
coque en mouvement ainsi qu’une assurance de la responsabilité civile.
en mouvement ainsi qu’une assurance de la responsabilité civile.
PLUS coque
DE COUVERTURES—EXCLUSIVEMENT
AméliorationDE
de laLA
couverture
Interruption dePRÉFÉRENTIELS
voyage!
POURNouveau!
LES MEMBRES
COPA—TARIFS

Nouveau! La tranquillité d’esprit et la couverture adéquate pour

les propriétaires/instructeurs
d’aéronefs. Interruption de voyage!
Nouveau!
Amélioration de la couverture

For more information please call
1-855-VIP-COPA, email us at
VIPCOPA@magnesaviation.com
or visit
www.magnesaviation.com/COPA
Coverage proudly administered
by

Ajoutez
l’assurance
Accident 24/7
et minimisez
risque.une assurance
VIP Argent
– pour
les propriétaires
d’aéronefs
qui votre
cherchent
sur la coque au sol seulement et / ou responsabilité civile.

Nouveau! Renseignez-vous sur notre rabais hangar!

The Magnes Group Inc. and underwritten by AIG.

VIP Bronze – pour les pilotes qui louent ou emprunte un aéronef.

Visit our store at the brantford airport (CYFD)

Everything for Airplanes!

FREE
CATALOG!

Lowest Prices Guaranteed!

